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ABSTRACT 
 
Downhole temperature data obtained by either temperature logging or fiber-optic cables 
has been used to evaluate stimulation treatments and post-stimulation performance of 
horizontal wells with multiple fractures. Qualitative detection of transverse fractures, poor 
zonal isolation, and inflow locations is possible; however downhole temperature behavior 
in those wells is not fully understood from the theoretical modeling perspective. 
In this study, comprehensive numerical flow and thermal models for a horizontal 
well with multiple fractures are presented. The well experiences single phase water flow 
during injection and shut-in, and gas-water two-phase flow during production. These 
models are formulated for reservoir and wellbore domains using mass, momentum and 
energy conservation in transient conditions. These models are coupled to obtain profiles 
of wellbore and sandface temperature as one of the solutions. These models enable us to 
simulate field operations in multistage fracturing treatments; injection and shut-in occur 
alternately for each stage from toe to heel with sufficient zonal isolation. Following the 
stimulation treatments, these models are used to simulate temperature behavior during 
production in gas-water two phase flow. 
The developed model is applied for several synthetic cases. These case studies 
show capabilities of the developed model to simulate downhole temperature behavior 
during processes of injection, shut-in and production. A single fracture case shows injected 
fluid lowers temperature in the fracture below the geothermal temperature even after one 
month of shut-in. This affects the temperature interpretation during production. The initial 
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temperature is different than the geothermal temperature, as assumed by previously 
published work. A synthetic case with five fractures show capabilities of detection of 
fracture locations from the shut-in temperature profile. The temperature profiles obtained 
during production show different characteristics of the wellbore temperature and sandface 
temperature due to fluid mixing in the wellbore. 
The developed model was also applied to field cases. One of the field cases shows 
possibility to evaluate relative fracture length based on the shut-in temperature behavior, 
and the results are consistent with other measurements qualitatively. The model was also 
applied for flow profiling of a field case. The estimated flow profile by this work is 
consistent with the interpretation by production logging tool and the temperature model 
by a single phase gas. These field cases show capabilities of the temperature interpretation 
to obtain further understanding of the downhole conditions in a horizontal well with 
multiple fractures. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION* 
 
1.1 Background 
Downhole temperature data has been used as one of the diagnostic methods in evaluation 
of stimulation design, completion effectiveness and wellbore performance. Detection of 
casing leaks, water/gas entry, and quantitative formation evaluation by estimating near 
wellbore permeability and skin factor are examples of the downhole temperature 
interpretation. Downhole temperature interpretations are enabled from distinct 
characteristics of the downhole temperature such as geothermal temperature gradient and 
Joule-Thomson effect. Anomalies in the temperature profile help interpret downhole 
conditions. 
The downhole temperature is measured with production logging tools, permanent 
downhole gauges, and fiber-optic cables. Production logging provides spatial temperature 
distribution at certain times. The permanent downhole gauges measure temporal 
temperature behavior at certain points in a wellbore. And, the fiber-optic cables can 
measure real-time temperature behavior along a wellbore without any intervention after 
installation, and are called distributed temperature sensors (DTS). The spatial distribution 
and temporally continuous measurements make the DTS technology a useful method for 
local evaluations of wellbore performance (e.g. water/gas entry detection and near  
———————————  
* Part of this section is reproduced with permission from “Temperature-Prediction Model for a Horizontal 
Well with Multiple Fractures in a Shale Reservoir” by Yoshida, N., Zhu, D. and Hill, A.D. 2014. SPE 
Production & Operations 29 (4): 261-273. SPE-166241-PA. doi: 10.2118/166241-PA. Copyright 2014, 
Society of Petroleum Engineers. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 
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wellbore formation evaluation) and stimulations (e.g. acidizing, acid fracturing and 
hydraulic fracturing). 
Recently, multi-stage stimulation treatment has been widely applied in fields, and 
the fiber-optic cables are used to evaluate stimulation treatment and post-stimulation 
performance. Field observations in multi-stage fracturing treatments showed capabilities 
of detecting creation of transverse fractures and poor zonal isolation during the stimulation 
and the warm-back periods. In addition, temperature anomalies, driven by Joule-Thomson 
effects, during production period enables to detect inflow locations in a horizontal well 
with multiple fractures. These qualitative interpretations of the downhole temperature 
measurements give further possibilities of quantitative evaluation of completion 
effectiveness and post-stimulation performances of those horizontal wells with multiple 
fractures. 
 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Downhole Temperature Measurement 
Temperature data along a horizontal wellbore is measured with production logging tools, 
permanent downhole gauges, and fiber-optic cables. The temperature logs provides spatial 
temperature distribution at a single time point, and the permanent downhole gauges 
provide variant temporal temperature measurements at locations where the gauges are 
installed. Interpretation of the temperature logs offers detection of gas/water entry, casing 
leaks, fluid movement behind casing and so on (Hill 1990). On the other hand, the fiber-
optic cables provide both spatial and temporal temperature distribution without any 
 3 
 
 
intervention of interference with flow. The fiber-optic cables can measure not only the 
temperature data but also pressure and acoustics, which are called distributed pressure 
sensors (DPS) and distributed acoustic sensors (DAS). 
The first installation of the fiber-optic sensors were by Shell in the Sleen field in 
the Netherlands in 1993 (Kragas et al. 2001). Those fiber-optic sensors have been installed 
in several fields for detection of early breakthrough of steam to producers (Carnahan et al. 
1999), flow behind casing and cross flow during shut-in and water finger encroachment 
(Brown et al. 2000), zone production rate change in multi-layered reservoirs (Fryer et al. 
2005). Johnson et al. (2006) and Huebsch et al. (2008) showed gas flow rate profiling in 
vertical wells using the DTS data, and they compared the temperature-estimated flow 
profile with the flow profile estimated by the production logging (spinner flowmeter). 
Real-time fluid distribution in matrix treatment was studied by Glasbergen et al. (2009) 
using DTS data for better understanding of placement and diversion of the injected fluid. 
Sierra et al. (2008) and Huckabee (2009) applied the distributed temperature 
sensing technology to diagnose fracture stimulation and to evaluate well performance for 
several fields. They showed temperature profiles during multi-stage fracturing treatment 
with external casing perforating completion demonstrating capabilities of detecting 
locations of transverse fractures and poor zonal isolations during stimulation and warm-
back periods. Huckabee (2009) pointed that the DTS can detect the flow path of the poor 
zonal isolation because different flow path shows different temperature characteristics 
between those zones. Sierra et al. (2008) discussed thermal coupling scenarios in DTS 
cables cemented behind casing; fluctuations in DTS measurement during injection are 
 4 
 
 
results of poor thermal coupling of the fiber to the casing due to spatial location of the 
fiber relative to the bundle of instrumentation lines (Huckabee 2009). Those fluctuations 
are also observed in DTS data when openhole-packer completions are used in horizontal 
wells (Holley et al. 2013). Ugueto et al. (2015) showed, in their integrated interpretation 
with DAS, DTS temperature maps of multi-stage fracturing stimulation with several 
completion types. The ‘stair-step’ temperature distribution shows effective zonal 
isolations, and according to their plots, the created fracture locations seem to be identified 
by the early warm-back temperature data. Ugueto et al. (2016) further discussed 
perforation cluster efficiency in the cemented plug-and-perf completions investigating the 
DTS and the DAS responses during fracturing treatment, shut-in and production period. 
In their results, all of the cluster received some amounts of fracturing fluid during 
stimulation according to the DTS response, while efficiency of the treatment seems to be 
restricted as supported by insufficient DAS responses at some perforations. Their 
DTS/DAS responses during production also supported that, if a perforation showed 
cooling signal during treatment, both DTS and DAS showed no signals during production, 
and, even if there is a signal in the DTS response during production, the flow rate seemed 
to be small since the DAS response is quite small. They concluded, while all perforations 
received the injected fluid, only half or two-thirds of the perforation clusters are properly 
stimulated or produced at significant rates. 
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1.2.2 Temperature Modeling and Interpretation 
For quantitative temperature interpretation, several temperature models have been 
developed in the past. Reservoir temperature models were proposed in the application of 
thermal recovery processes with considerations of the heat efficiency (Prats 1969, Prats 
1992). For wellbores, one of the earliest works on temperature modeling was proposed by 
Ramey (1962). Ramey’s model predicts temperature distribution for production or 
injection vertical wells of single phase incompressible liquid or ideal gas flow using 
steady-state wellbore model with transient formation model (Wang et al. 2008). Several 
authors relaxed the assumptions and extended the model to handle more complex 
situations. For vertical wells, the model is extended to multiphase transient flow with the 
coupling of wellbore and reservoir model (Kabir et al. 1996, Hasan et al. 1997, Izgec et 
al. 2007). Sui et al. (2008a) proposed a transient thermal coupled model for vertical wells, 
and they applied it for near wellbore formation evaluation by estimating permeability and 
skin factors of multiple layers with pressure and temperature transient measurements (Sui 
et al. 2008b, Sui et al. 2012). Duru and Horne (2010) presented a semi-analytical solution 
for reservoir thermal model under single phase and multi-phase condition coupled with 
the transient wellbore temperature model by Izgec et al. (2007), and they successfully 
estimated near wellbore porosity and thermal properties as well as permeability. For 
horizontal wells, Yoshioka et al. (2005b) presented a steady state wellbore temperature 
model coupled with a reservoir thermal model considering the variation of reservoir inflow 
temperature along the horizontal well. Because the geothermal temperature change is very 
small for horizontal wells, their reservoir thermal model took into account subtle thermal 
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effects caused by thermal expansion and viscous dissipation heating besides heat 
conduction and convection. They used the model to predict the temperature change in a 
deviated horizontal well, detection of water or gas entry in the horizontal direction and the 
vertical direction (water coning) (Yoshioka et al. 2005, Dawkrajai et al. 2006, Yoshioka 
et al. 2007). Sui (2009) showed that the transient wellbore model can be reduced to steady 
state condition if the measurement time is long enough, such as days. Based on this 
observation, Li and Zhu (2010b) presented a transient temperature model with a transient 
reservoir thermal model along with the steady state wellbore model proposed by Yoshioka 
et al. (2005b). Their work successfully captured the transient behavior of temperature 
along horizontal wells for a water coning case and a water injection case from the adjacent 
horizontal well (Li et al. 2011). 
The temperature data has also been used in design and evaluation of the hydraulic 
fracturing treatment (Hannah et al. 1977, Harrington et al. 1978, Biot et al. 1987, Meyer 
1989). Kamphuis et al. (1993) showed a numerical simulation model to estimate 
temperature profile inside of a fracture during injection and shut-in period. In their work, 
different temperature behavior is observed due to fracture geometry difference; radially 
shaped fractures are much cooler further away from the wellbore than rectilinear fracture 
are (Kamphuis et al. 1993). Davis et al. (1997) proposed a method to evaluate fracture 
height using temperature logs after fracturing treatment in a vertical well. Seth et al. (2010) 
presented a numerical model for interpretation of DTS data during fracturing treatment 
and shut-in period associated with fracture propagation model based on a simple volume 
balance. Hoang et al. (2012) presented the application to an injection fluid profile for 
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hydraulic fracturing in vertical wells with limited entry completions. While the above 
models are intended to apply for stimulations in vertical wells, as one of the theoretical 
studies on multi-stage fracturing treatment in horizontal wells, Tabatabaei and Zhu (2012) 
showed preliminary study of the temperature study during injection and warm-up periods 
by considering effects of injection rate allocation on wellbore temperature profile. Ribeiro 
and Horne (2013) discussed pressure and temperature behavior inside fracture during 
stimulation and shut-in (fracture closure) period for the fall-off analysis, and Ribeiro and 
Horne (2014) extended their model to consider multi-cluster fracturing treatment in 
horizontal wells by coupling previous model with wellbore flow and thermal model. 
For production period, Yoshida et al. (2014) showed a temperature model in a 
horizontal wells with multiple fractures to predict wellbore fluid and sandface temperature 
along a nominally horizontal well by coupling of wellbore model and reservoir model. 
Their study concluded that the sandface temperature shows higher sensitivity to downhole 
conditions comparing wellbore fluid temperature, which is preferable for the 
interpretation. Cui et al. (2015b) presented a temperature model and applied it for several 
field cases to quantitatively estimate inflow rate profiles by matching estimated and 
observed temperature profiles using single phase gas model. Their work helps to evaluate 
actual inflow distribution along horizontal wells with multiple fractures, which can be 
comparable to interpretation results given by the analysis for injection and shut-in periods. 
Currently, effects of injected fluid and multiphase flow on temperature behaviors have not 
been fully investigated, and it is required to prove validity of the single phase assumption 
and to estimate possible estimation difference range in the quantitative inflow profiling. 
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According to App and Yoshioka (2013), sandface temperature changes in the ultra-
tight reservoir such as shale gas reservoir will be minimal during production periods (less 
than 0.1 °C). Also, for hydraulically fractured wells, App (2013) concluded that the 
wellbore/sandface temperature change is reduced due to lower pressure gradients caused 
by linear flow regime compared with radial flow regime of non-hydraulically fractured 
wells. Further dimensionless analysis was performed to investigate effects on temperature 
profiled due to flow geometry differences (radial and linear) (App 2015). These analyses 
imply that the flow behavior in the fracture and in the vicinity of the fracture (secondary 
fracture or reactivated natural fractures created through the fracturing treatment (Fisher et 
al. 2005a, Fisher et al. 2004)) possibly affects inflow temperature into wellbores. Those 
network fractures and their enhancement effects have been modeled in several approaches: 
discrete fracture model (Mayerhofer et al. 2006), embedded discrete fracture model 
(Moinfar et al. 2014, Li and Lee 2008), dual/multiple continua model (Medeiros et al. 
2008, Zhang et al. 2009, Moridis et al. 2010), and induced permeability field (Gildin et al. 
2013, Yin et al. 2011). Recently, Cui et al. (2015a) adopted Fast Marching Method to 
quickly compute reservoir temperature distribution during production by explicitly 
expressing natural fractures with reservoir cells. The influences on sandface and inflow 
temperature by reservoir heterogeneity and natural fractures are demonstrated in their 
work. Yoshida et al. (2014) included the enhancement effects by network fractures using 
the induced permeability field or enhanced permeability region in the vicinity of the 
fracture. While the permeability contrast in their model setting gives the linear flow regime 
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in the reservoir, the influences on the temperature due to the difference in the network 
fracture modeling are not examined so far. 
In addition, near wellbore modeling has also played an important role in downhole 
temperature interpretation. While downhole temperature is measured by several methods, 
basically, wellbore flowing temperature and temperature behind casing are possible 
locations of measurement. The wellbore flowing temperature is estimated by both of the 
reservoir inflow temperature and heat transfer against reservoir sandface. For vertical 
wells, inflow and sandface temperatures are estimated directly using cylindrical 
coordinate system (Sui et al. 2008a, Bahonar et al. 2011, App and Yoshioka 2013). 
However, for horizontal wells, the flow regime in the reservoir changes from linear to 
radial when fluid approaches to the near wellbore region. The radial flow regime offers 
larger pressure drop and leads to larger temperature changes due to Joule-Thomson effect 
compared to the linear flow regime. Yoshioka et al. (2005) obtained an analytical solution 
of the inflow temperature to a horizontal well under steady state condition. For a horizontal 
well with multiple fractures, while the additional pressure drop in the fracture due to the 
radial flow convergence can be estimated by the ‘choke skin’ concept (Mukherjee and 
Economides 1991), pressure and temperature distribution at near wellbore regions can be 
estimated directly by numerical simulations. 
When reservoir simulation is adopted to solve reservoir flow/thermal problems, 
the productivity index concept is used to take care of the two flow regimes (Peaceman 
1978). Recent work done by Livescu et al. (2010a), Livescu et al. (2010b), and Shirdel 
and Sepehrnoori (2012) used the productivity index with the wellbore grid pressure and 
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specific enthalpy to account for the mass and energy source to the wellbore system. In 
their work, the usage of the productivity index is reasonable because their main objective 
is to develop a general purpose wellbore-reservoir simulator or to apply the model for 
damage prediction and remediation, which does not require such a subtle temperature 
change at near wellbore regions. Li and Zhu (2010) used a simple steady state temperature 
model to calculate the inflow temperature analytically considering radial flow in the 
wellbore grid. While their approach can handle steady-state energy flow connection with 
wellbores, transient temperature characteristics are not modeled. Especially, a horizontal 
well with multiple fractures has two regions, perforated region and non-perforated region, 
and in the non-perforated regions transient temperature characteristics are critical during 
shut-in periods because heat conduction from surrounding formation is dominant. Yoshida 
et al. (2014) extended the simple model used by Li and Zhu (2010) at the wellbore grid to 
capture transient temperature change under steady-state flow condition by solving 1D 
transient energy balance equation. These methods enable to consider the transient 
temperature near wellbore, but require a model and procedure for coupling. As an alternate 
approach, a hybrid grid can be used; cylindrical grid system is used for near wellbore 
region while a Cartesian grid system is used for reservoir simulation (Pedrosa Jr. and Aziz 
1986, Cheshire and Henriquez 1992). With use of simple radial grids in a Cartesian 
system, the coupled model is not required to consider, and simply both the radial and linear 
flow regimes can be included as solutions of the reservoir model under transient 
conditions. 
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Inclusion of observation data is also an essential part in diagnosis of wellbore 
performance and reservoir characterization as well as the development of theoretical 
modeling work. Production logging analysis is one of the methods to evaluate wellbore 
performance by matching the observed production logging data with the calculated data 
using theoretical model under certain assumed conditions. The history matching procedure 
can be automated through the so-called assisted history matching techniques. The 
matching procedure is regarded as the inverse problem by minimizing misfits of the 
simulator responses and observation data. For quantitative temperature interpretations, 
Yoshioka et al. (2009) and Sui et al. (2008b) used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
(Marquardt 1963) as one of the gradient based methods, and Li and Zhu (2010), 
Tabatabaei and Zhu (2012) and Tan et al. (2012) used Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) as one of the stochastic methods. The gradient based method requires 
computation of sensitivity matrix to update parameter vector. It needs smaller number of 
iterations to minimize the objective function comparing to the stochastic methods while it 
possibly falls into so-called ‘local minimum’ due to the non-linearity of the solution space. 
On the other hand, the MCMC is a sampling method, and it requires large samplings to 
converge to the solution. While it is computationally expensive to obtain large amount of 
samples, it avoids the ‘local minimum’ and provides uncertainty of the estimated 
parameters. It is difficult to prove the uniqueness of the estimated solution, but the 
uncertainty in the estimation provides reliability of the estimation. 
Difficulties in the inverse modeling of horizontal wells with multiple fractures are 
mainly 1) a large amount of unknowns, 2) sensitivity of the unknowns and 3) non-
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uniqueness of the solution. According to several field cases such as the Haynesville shale 
and Eagle Ford shale, more than 10 stages are completed in order to maximize the 
exposure to formations for the economic production from shale reservoirs (Thompson et 
al. 2011, Bazan et al. 2010, Pope et al. 2012). If we assume that there are four clusters per 
each stage, we have more than 40 fractures which have several parameters. Yoshida et al. 
(2014) examined the temperature sensitivity on the fracture length and fracture 
conductivity, and they concluded that fractures with longer half-length give lower inflow 
temperature while higher conductive fractures give higher inflow temperature after 30 
days of production under constant bottom hole pressure constraint. Also, these 
complications in the sensitivity as well as large number of unknowns make the solution of 
inverse problem non-unique. Cui et al. (2014) successfully matched simulated temperature 
profile with field measured temperature data to estimate inflow profile, while it is difficult 
to prove the uniqueness of the estimated solution. 
 
1.3 Objective and Organization of the Dissertation 
The objective of this research is to interpret downhole temperature measured for injection, 
shut-in and production periods in a horizontal wells with multiple fractures. The 
interpretation is performed qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitative insights are 
provided on the temperature behaviors on downhole conditions. Quantitative inflow 
profiling is another goal under multiphase conditions for temperature data during 
production. These objectives require the development of a temperature model for 
horizontal wells with multiple fractures under multiphase flow condition. The temperature 
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model needs to have the capabilities of simulating multiphase, non-isothermal 
fluid/thermal flow with consideration of the effect of well trajectory and inflow effect from 
the fractures along the wellbore. The entire model needs to have flexibility to account for 
situations occurring in actual fields such as multi-stage and multi-cluster fracturing 
treatment. Finally, the field observation data is integrated with the developed model for 
the diagnostics of the well performance and the characterization of the reservoir. It also 
requires consideration of the trade-off between the computational efficiency and the model 
complexity to account for the physical condition of the problem for practical applications. 
In this research, we developed a comprehensive numerical simulation model for 
the entire system: wellbore and reservoir. These two systems are coupled together to 
simulate downhole temperature measurements such as temperature logs, permanent 
downhole gauges and DTS. In Chapter II, the development of the comprehensive 
numerical simulation model is discussed in detail. The drift-flux model and homogeneous 
model are implemented for the multiphase, non-isothermal wellbore simulation. In the 
reservoir domain, usage of local grid refinement of the cylindrical coordinate enables to 
integrate the non-isothermal reservoir simulation and the inflow temperature calculation 
with considerations of the radial flow convergence, which reduces one of the iterative 
procedures. The implemented model is verified against available analytical/semi-
analytical solutions. In Chapter III, the developed model is used to simulate downhole 
temperature behavior considering actual field operations: injection, shut-in and production 
with several synthetic case studies. The case studies are intended to offer insights for better 
understandings of the downhole temperature qualitatively from the theoretical modeling 
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perspective. In Chapter IV, the developed model is applied to two field cases to justify 
qualitative interpretations and to estimate inflow profile quantitatively during production. 
In Chapter V, we summarize the entire work and suggest recommendations for future 
work. 
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CHAPTER II 
MODELING OF DOWNHOLE TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR IN A HORIZONTAL 
WELL WITH MULTIPLE FRACTURES 
 
2.1 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses development of a comprehensive numerical model to simulate 
downhole temperature in a horizontal well with multiple fractures. We start from 
discussions of prerequisites of the model, model domain (wellbore and reservoir), and 
governing equations for each domain. Then, we discuss implementation techniques used 
in this work to solve the governing equations and to couple the domains. The implemented 
model is verified through a series of simple cases which have analytical/semi-analytical 
solutions.  
 
2.2 Introduction 
A multi-stage fracturing treatment performs injection and shut-in repeatedly and 
sequentially from toe to heel for all stages with sufficient zonal isolations between the 
stages. Typically, fracture-sleeve completion or cemented plug-and-perforated completion 
is used. When the plug-and-perf completion is adopted for the target well, at first, a casing 
string is installed and cemented. Then, the casing is perforated for the first stage with 
single cluster or multiple clusters, fracturing fluid injection starts for the target stage, and, 
after pumping the fracture stage, a bridge plug is placed to isolate the target zone from 
successive treatments. The plug-and-perf completion limits the flow communication only 
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through the perforations, while the thermal communication occurs at both of the perforated 
and non-perforated regions. During injection period, the injected fluid makes formation 
temperature cooler via thermal conduction at the non-perforated regions. Once shut-in 
starts, the wellbore fluid and near wellbore formation temperature starts to increase since 
they are heated up by the surrounding formation. These cooling and heating cycles occur 
for each stage sequentially. The stages near the toe experiences longer shut-in period than 
the stages near the heel. 
After the treatments of the all of the stages, the plugs are drilled out, and the well 
starts to produce fluids from the reservoir. During the production period, temperature 
anomalies are mainly caused by Joule-Thomson effect at perforated regions. For most of 
the real gases, the effect is cooling, while heating is observed for most of the liquids. In 
addition, if the injected fluids are not heated up to the original geothermal temperature, 
the temperature offsets to the original geothermal temperature after shut-in may also 
contribute to the temperature anomalies. These temperature anomalies, however, are 
relatively small, and it requires precise temperature measurements for interpretations. 
In this work, we develop a comprehensive numerical model for downhole 
temperature profile in horizontal wells with multiple fractures. The model simulates 
wellbore flowing temperature and sandface temperature in those wells during injection, 
shut-in and production periods. The comprehensive model is formulated for wellbore and 
reservoir system under multi-phase and multi-component flow condition, which gives 
flexibility and capability to the model to account for situations occurring in actual field. 
Especially, the model needs to have capabilities to take care of the completion design and 
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the changing operational conditions with time for each zone. The developed model is 
applied to diagnose fracturing treatments and to evaluate post-stimulation production 
performance. 
 
2.3 Model Description 
The temperature model consists of two domains: the reservoir and the wellbore. Each 
domain has distinct governing equations for fluid flow and energy transport. Figure 2.1 
shows a schematic of the entire model domain. The reservoir model is described by mass 
balance equations of each component with Darcy’s law, and a thermal energy balance 
equation. On the other hand, the wellbore model is described by mass balance equations 
of each component, a combined-phase momentum balance equation, and a total energy 
balance equation. With given reservoir properties (e.g. porosity, permeability etc.) and 
wellbore properties (e.g. wellbore diameter, overall heat transfer coefficient etc.), primary 
variables such as velocity, pressure, saturation/hold-up and temperature are obtained in 
both domains by solving the governing equations.  
 
 
Figure 2.1—Model domains 
1
Reservoir model
a Flow model
b Thermal model
Heel Toe
2
Wellbore model
a Flow model
b Thermal model
Well
Fracture
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2.3.1 Reservoir Model 
The reservoir models are formulated for three-dimensional reservoir domain in transient 
condition with considerations of multiphase and multicomponent flow. The formulations 
in differential form are derived based on the work by Pruess et al. (1999) with the 
following assumptions similar to the work by Adenekan et al. (1993): 
1) effects of molecular diffusion, adsorption and chemical reaction are ignored. 
2) fluids and matrix are in thermal equilibrium locally. 
3) thermal energy balance is used to depict energy balance in the reservoir. 
4) enthalpy change due to phase transitions is ignored. 
This section only shows final form of the reservoir models, and the detail derivations of 
these equations are summarized in Appendix A. 
 
Flow Model 
The reservoir flow model is derived from the conservation of mass with Darcy’s law to 
depict the macroscopic volumetric flux in the reservoir. For a multiphase and 
multicomponent system, the conservation of component mass is expressed by 
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  vXXS
t
   .........................................   (2.1) 
where ϕ is porosity, Sβ is saturation of phase β, ρβ is density of phase β, vβ is volumetric 
flux vector of phase β and Xβ
κ is mass fraction of component κ in phase β. The terms in the 
left-hand-side denote component mass accumulation and component mass flux, 
respectively. The volumetric flux of phase β is described by Darcy’ law: 
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where krβ is relative permeability of phase β, k is intrinsic permeability, pβ is pressure in 
phase β, and g is the acceleration of gravity. At contacts of the reservoir and the wellbore, 
mass interaction occurs by fluid movement between the domains. The mass sink/source at 
the wellbore position is expressed as: 





 qXq    .......................................................................................   (2.3) 
where qκ is mass transfer rate of component κ per unit volume and qβ is phase-mass flow 
rate of phase β per unit volume (injection is positive). 
 
Thermal Model 
The reservoir thermal model is derived from the conservation of thermal energy in the 
reservoir. For a multiphase and multicomponent system, it is expressed as 
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where Uβ is specific internal energy of phase β, Us is specific internal energy of solid 
(matrix), Hβ is specific enthalpy of phase β, kTt is total thermal conductivity and T is 
temperature of fluid/matrix (thermal equilibrium). The term in the left-hand-side denotes 
thermal accumulation. The first and second terms in the right-hand side are heat fluxes of 
advection and conduction, respectively. In a similar manner, at contacts of the reservoir 
and wellbore, energy interaction occurs. The thermal sink/source at the wellbore position 
consists of heat conduction and advective energy transport expressed as 
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

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 qHqq wb    .............................................................................   (2.5) 
where qθ is heat transfer rate per unit volume and qwb is conductive heat transfer rate per 
unit volume due to temperature differences.  
 
2.3.2 Wellbore Model 
The wellbore models are formulated for one-dimensional wellbore domain in transient 
condition by considering conservation equations along measured depth of the well 
trajectory. This work adopted the models by Ishii and Hibiki (2011) and Brennen (2005). 
Figure 2.2 shows a coordinate system considered in the wellbore model. The 
direction of the measured depth is expressed by z-coordinate and the direction of wellbore 
radius is denoted by r-coordinate. In this study, averaged properties over the cross-
sectional area of the well segment are used by ignoring variations of properties in the r- 
and the θ-direction. The average over the cross-section is calculated by integration: (Ishii 
1977) 
 
ir
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drFrd
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
   ............................................................................   (2.6)  
where F is a general property to be averaged (such as fluid density) and ri is inner radius 
of wellbore. In the rest of this section, the area-averaging notation is omitted. 
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Figure 2.2—Differential volume element of wellbore segment  
 
Flow Model 
The wellbore flow model is derived from conservations of component mass and 
combined-phase momentum. With assumption of equilibrium of interphase mass transfer 
within a differential time, the component mass conservation can be expressed as 
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where αβ is volume fraction of phase β, vβ is fluid in-situ velocity of phase β, γ is pipe-
open ratio and the subscript I denotes that the properties are evaluated at the 
inflow/outflow condition. The pipe-open ratio is introduced to consider the actual 
z 
r 
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inflow/outflow velocity with different completions (Yoshioka et al. 2005), and the pipe-
open ratio is calculated as 
area surface  totalPipe
area surface pipeOpen 
 .  (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1)   ................................................   (2.8) 
The pipe-open ratio is considered over a certain length of the wellbore, and the value 
changes with position. For non-perforated region, the pipe-open ratio is zero. For 
perforated region, the value depends on the perforation density over the segment of the 
well (Yoshioka 2007). The pipe-open ratio gives a relationship of inflow/outflow velocity 
between open-hole (vI,open) and cased-perforated completions (vI) as 
IopenI vv , .   ...........................................................................................   (2.9) 
This means the actual inflow velocity through cased-perforated completion is higher than 
the inflow velocity of open-hole wellbore (when γ = 1, the actual inflow velocity is same 
with that of open-hole completion). 
The combined-phase momentum equation is given by adding phase momentum 
equations together for all the existing phases (Brennen 2005). The combined-phase 
momentum equation is expressed in one-dimensional form, ignoring the interfacial 
momentum transfer and axial stress terms (Pan et al. 2011d, Ishii 1977)  as: 
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   ....   (2.10) 
where vm is mean mixture velocity of center of mass, Γ is perimeter of the well segment, 
A is cross-sectional area of the well segment and fm is phase-mixture friction factor on the 
wellbore wall, respectively. The mean mixture velocity of center of mass is calculated by 
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Thermal Model 
The wellbore thermal model is derived from the conservation of total energy in the 
wellbore. When we ignore effects of turbulence and viscous dissipation heating, the model 
is expressed in the form: 
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where kf is fluid thermal conductivity, jβ is volumetric flux of phase β, UT is overall heat 
transfer coefficient, and Tres is reservoir sandface temperature. The left-hand-side term 
denotes the energy accumulation. The first, second and third terms in the right-hand-side 
are advective energy flux, conductive energy flux and work done by body force (gravity), 
respectively. The fourth and fifth terms express energy transport between the reservoir and 
wellbore: conduction and advection, respectively. These terms are corresponding to the 
terms in the sink/source term of the reservoir thermal model.  
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2.4 Constitutive Relations and Equations of State 
The above governing equations are solved for primary variables such as pressure and 
temperature. The other variables need to be estimated by the primary variables, and they 
are described by constitutive relations and equations of state. This section lists the selected 
models used in this work, and full description of the listed models are in Appendix B. 
 
2.4.1 Constitutive Relations 
Capillary Pressure 
Capillary pressure accounts for wettability differences between existing phases in porous 
medium. When gas-water two-phase system (aqueous and gaseous) is considered, the 
aqueous phase pressure, pA, is expressed by 
cAGGA ppp     ......................................................................................   (2.13) 
where pcAG is aqueous-gaseous capillary pressure. While the capillary pressure value is 
estimated using models such as van Genuchten function (van Genuchten 1980), this work 
ignores the capillary pressure effect to simplify the problem. 
 
Relative Permeability 
Relative permeability is a function of saturations, and, in this work, Corey curve model 
and linear model are used. The Corey curve model is expressed as (Corey 1954): 
4SkrA     .................................................................................................   (2.14) 
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   22 11 SSkrG     ...............................................................................   (2.15) 
where krA is aqueous phase relative permeability, krG is gaseous phase relative 
permeability, and the effective saturation S̅ is expressed with residual water and gas 
saturation (SrA and SrG) as 
rGrA
rAA
SS
SS
S



1
.   ...................................................................................   (2.16) 
The flow in the hydraulic fracture is described by the linear model when the pressure loss 
due to the interations between phases is negligible compared with the pressure loss due to 
the flow of each fluid (Chen et al. 2004): 
ArA Sk     ..................................................................................................   (2.17) 
GrG Sk  .   ................................................................................................   (2.18)  
To incorporate reduction of the relative permeability from the linear model as discussed 
in some of the experimental work (Chen et al. 2004, Chen and Horne 2006), the Corey 
curve model can also be used in the fractures. 
 
Total Thermal Conductivity 
The total thermal conductivity, kTt, is estimated by a relation by Somerton et al. (1974): 
 drywetAdryTt kkSkk     .....................................................................   (2.19) 
where SA is aqueous phase saturation, kdry is dry rock thermal conductivity (SA = 0), and 
kwet is water saturated rock thermal conductivity (SA = 1).  
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In-situ Phase Velocity in Wellbore: Drift-flux Model and Homogeneous Model 
The combined-phase momentum equation (Eq. 2.10) is formulated in terms of in-situ 
phase velocity and the mixture velocity of the center of mass (vm). While the vm is 
calculated by Eq. 2.11, we need a relationship between those in-situ phase velocities.  
The drift-flux model for two-phase flow correlates the in-situ gaseous phase 
velocity with total volumetric flux of gas-liquid mixture using the drift-velocity. Zuber 
and Findlay (1965) proposed a kinematic relationship with consideration of effects of non-
uniform flow/concentration profiles and local relative (slip) velocity. The in-situ gaseous 
phase velocity is expressed as 
dG VjCv  0 .   ........................................................................................   (2.20) 
where C0 is the distribution parameter to account for the non-uniform flow and 
concentration profiles, j is the volumetric flux of gas-liquid mixture and Vd is the drift-
velocity of gas phase to express the slip between the phases. With use of the drift-velocity 
and mixture volumetric flux, the in-situ liquid velocity is given by 
d
G
G
G
G
L Vj
C
v









11
1 0    ....................................................................   (2.21) 
where αG is the in-situ volume fraction of gaseous phase.  
In this work, the distribution parameter and the drift-velocity are estimated by Shi 
et al. (2005b). Their work provides expressions for C0 and Vd that are relatively simple, 
continuous and differentiable. It is noted that Shi et al. (2005b) used the experimental data 
from vertial to near horizontal (88°) because they considered the experimental holdup data 
for 90° and 92° display relatively large errors due to the end effect. Choi et al. (2012) 
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performed the comparison studies of the several modeling methods with a variety of 
dataset, and the model by Shi et al. (2005b) showed relatively higher error in the estimation 
of horizontal flow.  
The homogeneous model assumes there is no slip between the two phases. 
Therefore, the in-situ phase velocities are mutually identical, and also they are same with 
mixture velocity of center of mass and mixture volumetric flux: 
jvvv mAG  .   ....................................................................................   (2.22) 
 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The sandface temperature and wellbore temperature are related through the overall heat 
transfer coefficient. Figure 2.3 shows temperature distribution near wellbore region for 
possible cases: tubing region, non-perforated region and perforated region. The overall 
heat transfer coefficients for these cases are given by 
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for tubing region, and  
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for perforated/non-perforated regions. In these equations, ht is heat transfer coefficient in 
the tubing, hann is heat transfer coefficient of annulus, hc is heat transfer coefficient of 
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casing, k denotes the thermal conductivity, r denotes the radius, and subscripts ti, to, ci, 
co, w, cem denote inner tubing, outer tubing, inner casing, outer casing, wellbore and 
cement, respectively. 
 
   
(a) Tubing region (b) Non-perforated region (c) Perforated region 
Figure 2.3—Temperature distribution near wellbore region for possible cases 
 
2.4.2 Phase Transition and Thermophysical Properties 
Suppose we know existing components in the system, possible and actual thermodynamic 
state of the system can be determined by pressure and temperature. This work assumes 
that the target system contains only two components: water (H2O) and non-condensable 
gas (such as CH4). The possible states are limited to combinations of two phases: Aqu 
(Aqueous), Gas (Gaseous) and AqG (Aqueous-Gaseous).  
 
Mole Fractions 
Those two components can exist in both of the aqueous phase and gaseous phase, and, in 
each phase, component mole fraction (Yβ
κ ) and mass fraction ( Xβ
κ ) have following 
constraints: 
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1


X   (β = A or G)   .........................................................................   (2.25) 
 


 1Y .  (β = A or G)   .........................................................................   (2.26) 
In the gaseous phase, the component mixture is assumed to follow Dalton’s law of partial 
pressures: 



GG pp    ............................................................................................   (2.27) 
where pG is gaseous phase pressure, and the partial pressure of the gas component in the 
gaseous phase (p
G
g
) is calculated by 
G
g
G
g
G pYp  .   ...........................................................................................   (2.28) 
For single phase gaseous system, the gas component mole fraction in the gaseous phase 
(YG
g
) is treated as one of the primary variables, and, then, the partial pressure of the water 
component and mole fraction of the water component in the gaseous phase can be 
calculated. For aqueous-gaseous two phase system (liquid water exists), the partial 
pressure of the water component in the gaseous phase is equal to the saturation pressure 
(p
sat
w ). The mole fraction of the water component in the gaseous phase can be calculated 
as 
G
w
satw
G
p
p
Y     ...............................................................................................   (2.29) 
The gas component mole fraction in the aqueous phase is calculated with Henry’s law: 
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g
Gg
A
H
p
Y     ...............................................................................................   (2.30) 
where Hg is Henry’s coefficient. The Henry’s coefficient of the CH4 in H2O is estimated 
by a correlation in Fernández-Prini et al. (2003). For single phase aqueous system, the gas 
component mass fraction or mole fraction in the aqueous phase (XA
g
 or YA
g
) is treated as 
one of the primary variables. 
 
Phase Transition Criteria 
This work uses same phase transition criteria with the work by Class et al. (2002). For the 
aqueous-gaseous two phase system, diappearance of one of the phases is determined by a 
value of the phase saturation; when the saturation of a phase becomes lower than 0 during 
calculations, the state is switched to be single phase condition (either of single phase 
aqueous or single phase gaseous). For the single phase aqueous system, gaseous phase 
appears when sum of the water saturation pressure and the gas component partial pressure 
(given by Henry’s law) exceeds the system pressure: 
gg
A
w
sat HYpp  .   ...................................................................................   (2.31)  
On the other hand, for the single phase gaseous system, aqueous phase appears when the 
water component partial pressure (p
G
w) exceeds water saturation pressure: 
G
w
G
w
sat pYp  .   ..........................................................................................   (2.32) 
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Fluid and Thermal Properties of Gas-water Mixture 
Once the physical state is determined, thermophysical properties of each phase are 
calculated. At first, the saturation pressure of the water component is estimated with the 
model by Wagner et al. (2000). The aqueous phase density is calculated as mass fraction 
weighted average of the component density: 


 AAA X    .......................................................................................   (2.33) 
where the component density of the ordinary water (H2O) is estimated by a model by 
Wagner et al. (2000) and the gas component density is estimated by the Peng-Robinson 
equation of state (Peng and Robinson 1976). The calculated aqueous phase density is used 
in the calculation of the water viscosity by Huber et al. (2009). The aqueous phase specific 
enthalpy is also calculated as a mass fraction weighted average of the component specific 
enthalpy: 



AAA HXH .   ...................................................................................   (2.34) 
Once the specific enthalpy and density of the aqueous phase are given, the aqueous phase 
specific internal energy is computed by 
A
AA
p
HU

 .   .....................................................................................   (2.35) 
The aqueous phase thermal conductivity also uses the calculated aqueous phase density in 
the model by Huber et al. (2012).  
The gas phase density is calculated as a sum of the water vapor density and gas 
component density evaluated with the partial pressure of each component. The gaseous 
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phase viscosity is estimated by Sun and Mohanty (2005) using the calculated gaseous 
phase density. The gaseous phase thermal conductivity is estimated by Yaws (1995). The 
specific enthalpy of the gaseous phase is computed as mass fraction weighted average 
based on the mole fractions of the enthalpy of the water vapor and the gas component 
(Adenekan et al. 1993): 



GGG HXH    ....................................................................................   (2.36) 
where the component specific enthalpy is evaluated with the partial pressure of each 
component. The specific enthalpy of the water vapor is estimated with the model by 
Wagner et al. (2000). The specific enthalpy of the gas component in the gaseous phase is 
computed with ideal gas specific enthalpy and departure function. The ideal gas specific 
enthalpy of a certain component is calculated by an empirical correlation in Poling et al. 
(2000). The departure function considers enthalpy differences of real fluid and ideal gas: 
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where the temperature is evaluated as absolute temperature, HM is enthalpy per mole and 
VM is molar volume. With use of the Peng-Robinson equation of state, the departure 
function is expressed in explicit form as (Sandler 2006, Peng and Robinson 1976) 
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where R is gas constant, Z is compressibility factor, and aT, b, and B are parameters in the 
Peng-Robinson equation of state described in Appendix B. The estimated molar enthalpy 
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is converted into the specific enthalpy with the molecular weight of the gas. Once the 
specific enthalpy and density of the gaseous phase are calculated, the gaseous phase 
specific internal energy is computed by 
G
GG
p
HU

 .   .....................................................................................   (2.39) 
 
2.5 Model Implementation 
This section describes implementation techniques used in this work. This work employs 
the integral finite difference method to discretize the governing equations spatially 
(Narasimhan and Witherspoon 1976), and they are solved to obtain primary variables 
under fully-implicit scheme with Newton-Raphson iterations. Previous section discusses 
the possible physical states and their transition criteria within the ranges of pressure and 
temperature considered in this work. According to the phase transition, this work changes 
selection of the primary variables adaptively (Class et al. 2002, Pruess et al. 1999). 
 
2.5.1 Primary Variables 
Phase-transition criteria discussed in the previous section have a crucial role in the 
simulation; it triggers the switching of the primary variables. The primary variables are 
the variables used to determine the other parameters (secondary variables) with 
constitutive equations and models for thermophysical properties. This work considers 
three thermodynamic states: single phase aqueous, single phase gaseous, and two phase 
aqueous-gaseous. The pressure and temperature are commonly used as primary variables 
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for all of the three thermodynamic states, but the saturation is used only for the two-phase 
conditions since, under the single phase condition, the saturation is no longer an unknown 
parameter. Instead, under single phase condition, mass or mole fraction is used as one of 
the primary variables to account for the solubility of the gas component into the aqueous 
phase or the mixture of the water and gas component. 
Figure 2.4 summarizes relationships of thermodynamic states, phase transition 
criteria and corresponding primary variables under gas-water two component system. The 
single phase aqueous conditions uses the gas component mass fraction in the aqueous 
phase (XA
g
), while the single phase gaseous condition uses the gas component mole fraction 
in the gaseous phase (YG
g
). It is noted that, in the wellbore model, phase in-situ velocity 
(vA, vG) or mixture velocity of the mass center (vm) is also one of the primary variables. 
 
 
Figure 2.4—Primary variables and phase transition criteria 
  
State
Aqu AqG Gas
p, X , T p, SG, T p, Y , T
Primary
variables
SG < 0
SG > 1psat+ H  YG > P
psat < YG pG
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(vA) (vm) (vG)
w gg
A
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w w
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2.5.2 Numerical Method 
The integral finite difference method discretizes the entire domain into conventionally 
small subdomains, and it formulates difference equations in integral form over each 
subdomain (Narasimhan and Witherspoon 1976). The reservoir domain is discretized into 
subdomains of small elements in the 2D or 3D spaces, and these elements are connected 
through connections. The wellbore model is also discretized into 1D elements along the 
measured depth of the wellbore with defined connections between the elements. The zonal 
isolation between the stages can be modeled by changing the condition of the wellbore 
connections: flowing connection or closed connection. The reservoir elements which 
contain wellbore elements have connections to the wellbore elements to define the 
sink/source terms. In order to obtain the discretized equations, because the above 
governing equations are in differential form, those equations are integrated over the 
subdomains in both reservoir and wellbore. Once the system of equations is obtained, the 
equations are solved in each domain under fully-implicit scheme with Newton-Raphson 
methods. This section shows final form of spatial and temporal discretization of the 
conservation equations, and details of the discretization are shown in Appendix C. 
 
Reservoir Model 
Reservoir flow model is expressed in the integral form (Pruess et al. 1999) as: 
 
 mmm VV
dVqddVM
dt
d 
nF    ........................................................   (2.40) 
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where Mκ, Fκ and qκ are mass accumulation, mass flux, and mass sink/source of component 
κ, respectively, and Vm and Γm are control volume and the boundary of the element m, and 
n is the inward normal vector on the boundary. According to the Eq. 2.1, the terms in the 
integral form of the mass balance equations are expressed as: 




  XSM    ...............................................................................   (2.41) 
 




  vF X    .................................................................................   (2.42) 





 qXq .   .....................................................................................   (2.43) 
The term qκ is defined only at the wellbore positions, and in othr regions, the mass 
sink/source is zero. In similar manner, reservoir thermal model is also expressed in the 
integral form (Pruess et al. 1999) as: 
 
 mmm VV
dVqddVM
dt
d 
nF    ........................................................   (2.44) 
where Mθ, Fθ and qθ are heat accumulation, heat flux and thermal sink/source, respectively. 
According to the Eq. 2.4, the terms in the integral form of the energy balance equations 
are expressed as 
  ssUUSM 


   1    ...........................................................   (2.45) 



  HTk vF    .....................................................................   (2.46) 



 qHqq wb .   .............................................................................   (2.47) 
These reservoir flow and thermal models are discretized in space and time under the fully 
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implicit scheme. Let ∆t be timestep size, and current time be n-th timestep. Residual 
equations of the next timestep (n+1) are expressed as 
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where Rκ is mass residual of component κ, Rθ is residual of energy, l is element adjacent 
to element m, Aml is surface area between element m and element l, and superscript n and 
n+1 denote current and new timestep. This work considers two-component system, and, 
then, each element has three equations (two residual equations for component mass and 
one residual equation for thermal energy balance). 
 
Wellbore Model 
The wellbore model is also discretized through the integration of the equations over the 
control volume of the wellbore segment. Because the wellbore model is defined on the 
one-dimensional space, the flux terms are expressed for two adjacent points. Figure 2.5 
shows schematics of the wellbore segments and name of nodes and faces for the well 
segments, and these are used in following difference equations. In the wellbore model, a 
staggered-grid is adopted to solve velocity at the face of each control volume while other 
scalar quantities such as pressure and temperature are solved at the center of the control 
volume to avoid spurious pressure oscillations (Prosperetti 2007). In the following part, 
the element m is used to obtain difference equations of the mass balance and energy 
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balance, and the shifted element p (m−1 and m are faces of the element) to obtain the 
difference equation of the combined-phase momentum balance equation. 
 
 
(a) Segmentation of the wellbore 
 
(b) Name of nodes and faces of segment 
Figure 2.5—Discretization of the wellbore domain 
 
The equations of the component mass balance and the total energy are integrated 
over the control volume of the element m. The final form of the residual equation of the 
component mass balance is expressed as 
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where A is cross-secitional area of the well segment, qβ,I,m is mass inflow/outflow rate at 
the segment m and subscripts p and q denote faces of the well segment (Figure 2.5b). The 
final form of the residual equation of the total energy is expressed as 
mm − 1 m + 1
mm − 1 m + 1
p q
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where Ain is inner surface area of the well segment: 
mmimin zrA  ,, 2 ,   ...................................................................................   (2.52) 
and ∆zm is the segment size in the axial direciton of the element m. 
The momentum balance equation is integrated over the control volume between 
nodes m−1 and m, Vp. The final form of the residual equation of the component mass 
balance is expressed as 
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When we have two components in the system, each element has three equations 
(two residual equations for component mass and one residual equation for total energy 
balance), and, at each interface between the nodes, one momentum balance equation 
exists. 
 
Near Wellbore Treatment 
In this work, temperature at the reservoir and wellbore contact needs to be estimated 
because of two reasons. Firstly, when DTS is deployed behind casing, the measured 
temperature should be close to the sandface temperature. Figure 2.6 shows schematic of 
possible positions of the DTS deployment. The temperature measurements by the DTS 
deployed in the wellbore may provide similar measurement to production logging, and 
these measurements experience mixing effects at the inflow location. The estimated 
sandface temperature can be directly used as simulated DTS response when the cable is 
outside the casing. The sandface temperature is used as thermal sink/source term in both 
reservoir and wellbore model. At perforated regions, the temperature just outside the 
wellbore is the inflow temperature during production period, and, at non-perforated 
regions, the temperature leads to the wellbore-reservoir heat transfer through the overall 
heat transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 2.6—Near wellbore geometry and possible locations of DTSs 
 
In order to compute the sandface temperature, this work uses cylindrical grids in 
the reservoir model near the wellbore region. We simply use the local grid refinement for 
the reservoir grid which contains the wellbore segment. When a transverse fracture is 
created along a horizontal well, the flow is radially converging into the wellbore (Figure 
2.7). The radial converging flow characteristics near the wellbore can be modeled with the 
concentric cylinders of the local grid refinement (Figure 2.8).  
 
 
Figure 2.7—Schematic of flow path along a transverse fracture 
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(a) flow directions along transverse fracture (b) Cartesian grids with cylindrical grids 
Figure 2.8—Schematics of control volume for spatial discretization 
 
Sink/Source Terms 
The reservoir and wellbore mass balance equations are coupled through the mass 
sink/source in Eq. 2.3 and the inflow/outflow velocity term in Eq. 2.7. The mass flow rate 
at the reservoir/wellbore contact is given by a prescribed mass flow rate or calculated with 
a productivity index concept (Coats 1977): 
 wfR ppPIq      ............................................................................   (2.54) 
where q̇β is mass flow rate of phase β, λ is mobility, PI is the productivity index, pR is 
reservoir pressure, and pwf is fluid pressure of the wellbore segment. This equation is used 
for both the reservoir and wellbore model to compute mass sink/source. The selection of 
the mobility term depends on the pressure change between the reservoir and wellbore; for 
production case (pwf ≤ pR), the reservoir fluid mobility of phase β is used, and, for injection 
case (pwf > pR), the total mobility is used.  
The productivity index model depends on the near wellbore coordinate system 
used in the reservoir model. Let the well be penetrating into the x-direction. When the 
Cartesian coordinate system is used without using local grid refinement near the wellbore, 
the productivity index is calculated as (Peaceman 1983): 
… …
Thickness
… …
DTS temperature
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where ∆x is size of the grid containing the wellbore segment, s is skin factor, ro is 
equivalent wellbore radius: 
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and k̅ is effective permeability defined as 
zykkk  .   .............................................................................................   (2.57) 
On the other hand, if the local grid refinement with cylindrical coordinate system is 
employed, the productivity index is simply calculated as the steady-state flow model: 
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where kr is permeability in the radial direction, rsand is radial coordinate of the reservoir 
cell which contacts to the wellbore segment.  
Once the phase mass flow rate (q ̇β) is obtained, the phase mass flow rate per unit 
volume (qβ) in the sink/source term of the reservoir model is calculated by dividing the q ̇β 
by volume of a reservoir element which contains the wellbore segment. Here, we consider 
a wellbore segment whose volume and surface area are πri2Δz (=Vw) and 2πriΔz (=Ar|r=ri), 
respectively. The sink/source term of the wellbore flow model (Eq. 2.7) is rearranged into 
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Therefore, the mass sink/source term in both reservoir and wellbore can be calculated with 
the phase mass flow rate (q̇β). 
The reservoir and wellbore energy balance equations are coupled through the 
thermal sink/source (Eq. 2.5) and fourth and fifth terms in the right-hand-side of the Eq. 
2.12. The advective energy interaction is simply associated with the mass transfer between 
the two systems. The conductive energy transport per unit volume, qwb, is computed by 
considering heat conduction at the contact of the reservoir and the wellbore. At the contact, 
following boundary condition is considered: 
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    .........................................................   (2.60) 
where TR is reservoir temperature and Twf is wellbore fluid temperature. Let Ar|r=rw be 
surface area of the well segment at wellbore radius in the axial direction. The equation is 
rearranged into 
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where q̇
wb
 is heat transfer rate at the contact of reservoir and wellbore. The overall heat 
transfer coefficient at the wellbore radius is expressed as 
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Eventually, the heat transfer rate is rearranged into 
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When the cased-perforated completion is used, the heat conduction is assumed to occur 
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only through non-perforated zone, and, then, the heat transfer rate becomes 
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The term qwb is calculated by dividing the heat transfer rate (q̇wb) by the reservoir grid 
volume which containts the well segment. For the wellbore model, the conductive energy 
transport term is also calculated by dividing the Eq. 2.64 by the segment volume (Vw) as  
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where the sign of the heat flow was switched. It is noted that the pipe-open ratio changes 
with position. At non-perforated regions, the value is set to 0 since over the regions we 
only considers conductive heat transport between the wellbore and the reservoir. On the 
other hand, at perforated regions, the pipe-open ratio becomes value between 0 and 1 
depending on a local completion design of the well segment such as the perforation 
density.  
From the above discussion, when we obtain the phase mass flow rate (q ̇β) and the 
heat transfer rate (q ̇wb), the sink/source terms can by calculated in both domains. 
 
Newton-Raphson Method 
For both domains of the reservoir and wellbore, residual equations are obtained, and they 
are connected mutually through the mass and thermal sink/source terms. In each domain, 
the system of equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson method. In the Newton-
Raphson method, solutions of the primary variables are obtained through iterative 
procedures. Those residual equations are locally linearized by considering Taylor series 
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expansion at current guess of the solution during the Newton-Raphson iterations. Let p be 
the current iteration index, update vector of the primary variables is calculated by 
RJδx 11

 p    .......................................................................................   (2.66) 
where δxp+1 is update vector of the primary variables for next Newton-Raphson iteration:  
ppp xxδx   11 ,   ...................................................................................   (2.67) 
xp is primary variable vector at the p-th Newton-Raphson iteration, J is a Jacobian matrix, 
and R is a residual vector. Let N be the amount of equations and primary variables, and 
the Jacobian matrix is expressed as 
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where the component can be expressed as 
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Here, the Ri is the i-th element of the residual vector, and xj is the j-th element of the 
primary variable vector. For each timestep, the update of the primary variable vectors is 
repeated until convergence. 
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2.5.3 Solution Procedure 
In this work, the reservoir model and wellbore model are solved separately under fully-
implicit condition. These models are coupled together iteratively. Figure 2.9 shows a 
schematic of the solution procedure for the coupled model. At each time step, the wellbore 
models are solved to estimate pressure, temperature, holdup and velocity in the wellbore 
with the Newton-Raphson iterations. In the calculation of wellbore model, the reservoir 
conditions are fixed and used as boundary conditions. The phase mass flow rate (q̇β) and 
the heat transfer rate (q̇wb) are calculated with the fixed reservoir properties, and they are 
used as the sink/source terms in the wellbore flow and thermal model. Once the wellbore 
solutions are obtained, the reservoir model is solved to compute pressure, temperature and 
saturation distributions with use of wellbore conditions as boundary conditions. The phase 
mass flow rate (q̇β) and the heat transfer rate (q̇wb) are calculated with the fixed wellbore 
properties to estimate mass and thermal sink/source terms for the reservoir model. These 
calculations are repeated until changes of the phase-mass flow rate and heat flow rate are 
sufficiently small or the maximum number of coupling steps is attained. Once the 
convergence is attained, next time step is evaluated. 
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Figure 2.9—Solution procedure for coupled model 
 
2.6 Model Verification 
The models introduced and implemented in this work are verified against available 
analytical/semi-analytical solutions for simplified situations. The model verification is the 
processes to evaluate if an implemented model represents a conceptual/mathematical 
model within a specified accuracy (Schlesinger et al. 1979). It focuses on the identification 
and removal of errors in the implementation of the conceptual model (Thacker et al. 2004).  
The verification study consists of three situations: single-phase gas production 
with a transverse fracture, water injection and warm-back with a transverse fracture, and 
gas-water two-phase production in a vertical well. The semi-analytical solutions of the 
first case were given by Cui et al. (2014). The analytical and semi-analytical solutions of 
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the second case can be given by Seth et al. (2010) and Han (2012). These two cases are 
for the verifications of the reservoir model. The last case is for the verification of the 
wellbore model, and the analytical solution was provided by Hasan and Kabir (1994, 
2002). The implemented models were verified more in detail in the Appendix D. 
 
2.6.1 Reservoir: Single Phase Gas Production 
This first case considers single phase gas production from a horizontal well with a single 
transverse fracture. Figure 2.10 shows geometries of the problem from top-view and in 
three-dimensional space. The fracture is perpendicular to the horizontal well. Properties 
of the reservoir and the fractures are summarized in TABLE 2.1. The reservoir is filled 
with single phase gas, and the well starts to produce the gas at constant bottom-hole 
pressure condition (2,600 psia) for 100 days.  
 
  
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 2.10—Geometry of the single phase gas production case 
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 TABLE 2.1—RESERVOIR AND FRACTURE  
PROPERTIES (CASE 1) 
  Parameter  Value   
  Reservoir     
   Net pay thickness, ft  160   
   Matrix permeability, nD  583   
   Matrix porosity, %  4.2   
   Initial pressure, psi  4,500   
   Initial temperature, °F  238.37   
  Fracture     
   Fracture width, in  0.24   
   Fracture permeability, mD  1,000   
   Fracture porosity, %  20   
   Fracture height, ft  160   
    Fracture half-length, ft   300   
 
Cui et al. (2014) proposed a temperature model for this case by solving pressure 
semi-analytically and solving temperature numerically. In their work, the radial flow 
convergence near the wellbore in the fracture is not considered because the tri-linear model 
was used for their pressure solution. Therefore, we omitted the radial flow mesh near the 
wellbore region; the reservoir model is discretized into two-dimensions in Cartesian 
coordinate system. Figure 2.11 shows the reservoir mesh used in this case (131 × 21 × 1). 
The fracture is represented as thin grid cells (at y = 150 ft), and logarithmic-spacing is 
employed in the direction perpendicular to the fracture face (y-direction) to account for 
the transient flow nature. In addition, finer mesh is used for near wellbore region in the x-
direction to account for anticipated large pressure change near the wellbore region. The 
well is assumed to be completed with plug-and-perf, and the wellbore is only connected 
at the fracture position. This case ignores the wellbore heat transfer effect along the well. 
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Figure 2.11—Reservoir mesh of the single phase gas production case  
(top-view) 
 
Figure 2.12 shows results of gas flow rate by two methods, which shows 
satisfactory agreement for 100 days of production. Figure 2.13 shows pressure and 
temperature distributions in the fracture direction. Steep changes of pressure and 
temperature can be seen at 300 ft, and this is the location of the fracture tip. These results 
show satisfactory agreements of both pressure and temperature along the fracture, while 
slight deviations can be seen in the matrix region (larger than 300 ft). Figure 2.13a shows 
that the pressure front by the semi-analytical method moves faster than that by fully 
numerical approach, which is caused by the assumption of the linear flow region in the 
outer formation in the semi-analytical model. In the numerical simulation, the flow regime 
near fracture tip is not linear flow; the flow converges into the fracture tip radially. It 
requires additional pressure difference, and leads to the slower frontal advance. 
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Figure 2.12—Comparison of gas production rate (single phase gas production) 
 
  
(a) Pressure (b) Temperature 
Figure 2.13—Comparison of pressure and temperature distribution along fracture using 
different methods as model verification of the single phase gas production 
 
2.6.2 Reservoir: Fracturing Treatment–Water Injection 
The temperature behavior during the fracturing process has been studied in previous 
studies considering both a fracture propagation model and a temperature model. In this 
work, the problem is simplified by assuming a single transverse fracture is created 
instantaneously at the beginning of injection, and the geometry is fixed for the entire 
injection period. 
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Figure 2.14 shows geometries of the problem from top-view and in three-
dimensional space. The entire reservoir is 4,600 ft × 4,600 ft × 160 ft with a single 
transverse fracture. During the fracturing, the fracture half-length is fixed at 1000 ft and 
the fracture conductivity is 1000 Darcy to mimic infinite conductivity fracture. Figure 
2.14b shows the slice of the reservoir along the fracture direction. The fracture is 
expressed as the red region and the matrix region is expressed as the blue zone. A 
horizontal well is also placed at the center of the reservoir perpendicular to the transverse 
fracture. Properties of the reservoir, the fracture and the fluid are summarized in TABLE 
2.2. It is noted that, in this verification case, the radial flow region near the wellbore and 
the wellbore-reservoir heat transfer effect are ignored to compare the simulation results 
against available analytical solutions. 
 
 
 
 
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 2.14—Geometry of the case for injection and warm-up problem 
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TABLE 2.2—SUMMARY OF INPUT PROPERTIES (CASE 2) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  4,600   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,600   
    Net pay thickness, ft  160   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.08   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft3  148.58   
    Initial pressure, psi  4,500   
      Initial temperature, °F   238.37   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture permeability, D  1,000   
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.32   
    Fracture height, ft  160   
    Created fracture half-length, ft  1,000   
      Enhanced permeability, mD   5.83 × 10-3   
  Fluid  Water density, lbm/ft3  61.5   
      Water specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.988   
 
The fracturing treatment is performed for 100 min under 12 bbl/min injection rate 
with cold water (80 °F). This flow rate is based on a field case injection rate (60 bbl/min 
for 5 clusters).  
Seth et al. (2010) presented a simple analytical solution for the fluid temperature 
along the fracture during fracturing process ignoring fluid leak-off to the formation. The 
governing equation they solved is 
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,,     .........................................   (2.70) 
where X is a coordinate in the x-direction which origin is shifted to the reservoir center, w 
denotes fracture width, hl is heat transfer coefficient on fracture face, and subscripts l, r 
and fr denote liquid phase, rock matrix, and fracture, respectively. This model can be 
rearranged using dimensionless variables into: 
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with initial and boundary conditions: 
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Tinit and Tinj denote initial temperature and injection fluid temperature, respectively. 
Hence, the analytical solution of the temperature distribution is given by 
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The temperature profile itself does not change with time while the temperature front 
advanced with time. Then, the analytical solution is strongly dependent on the value of the 
heat transfer coefficient, hl. To calculate the analytical solution, the heat transfer 
coefficient is estimated with a correlation (Zhao and Tso 1993): 
03.090.0)52543(  vhl .   ..........................................................................   (2.77) 
The transient formation temperature distribution along the wellbore direction at 
the injection position (x = 2,300) can be estimated analytically by assuming that the 
temperature at x = 2,300 becomes injection fluid temperature at the beginning of the 
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injection. By ignoring advective heat transfer to the formation and conduction in the 
fracture direction (x-direction), the analytical solution is given as similarity solution. The 
governing equation can be simply expressed as one-dimensional heat conduction problem: 
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where Y denotes the y- coordinate which origin is shifted to the center of the reservoir (y 
= 2,300 ft) due to the symmetry of the problem. α is effective thermal diffusivity given by 
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The initial and boundary conditions are 
  injY TtT ,0    ...........................................................................................   (2.80) 
  initY TtYT  ,    ...................................................................................   (2.81) 
  initY TYT 0, .   .........................................................................................   (2.82) 
The outer boundary condition is valid for the current problem since the injection continues 
only for 100 minutes. The analytical solution is given as similarity solution expressed as 
(Han 2012): 
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where erfc(·) denotes the complementary error function. 
Figure 2.15 shows schematics of the two directions; the coordinate along fracture 
(X-dir) is used for the fracture temperature, and the coordinate along wellbore (Y-dir) is 
used for the transient formation temperature. Figure 2.16 shows temperature profiles 
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along fracture direction in the middle of injection period (50 min) (Figure 2.16a) and 
temperature profiles along wellbore direction (Figure 2.16b) at the end of injection period 
(100 min) in semi-log scale to elevate the compressed near wellbore location. These results 
show satisfactory agreements. 
 
  
(a) Coordinates along fracture (X-dir) (b) Coordinates along wellbore (Y-dir) 
Figure 2.15—Schematics of the coordinates for the two directions 
 
  
(a) Fracture temperature during injection (b) Formation temperature at the end of 
injection (semi-log scale) 
Figure 2.16—Comparison of temperature profile in the fracture direction 
(X-dir.) and the well direction (Y-dir.) 
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2.6.3 Reservoir: Fracturing Treatment–Warm-back 
After the fracturing treatment, the well is kept under shut-in condition. During the shut-in 
period, the injected cold fluid in the fracture experiences significant heating by the 
surrounding formation.  
Seth et al. (2010) presented a semi-analytical solution for the temperature profile 
along the horizontal well direction by ignoring the heat conduction effect along the 
fracture direction. The governing equation is the same as for the formation temperature 
model during the injection period: 
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with intial and boundary conditions: 
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where g(y) is the initial condition for the shut-in period.  
In this verification, we compare the formation temperature profile at wellbore 
position (x = 2,300 ft) while ignoring wellbore-reservoir heat transfer effect. The function 
g(Y) is given by the Eq. 2.83. The analytical soltion is expressed with Green’s function as: 
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This solution requires the integration over the semi-infinite region, and the integration is 
conducted by numerical integration in this work. 
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All of the properties used in this case are the same with those used in the injection 
study. The well is shut-in for 30 days. Figure 2.17a shows the temperature profiles along 
wellbore direction (Figure 2.15b) at four different shut-in time with initial temperature 
profile in semi-log scale. These plots show satisfactory agreements between the analytical 
solution and numerical simulation. In addition, Figure 2.17b shows the comparison of 
elevated temperature profile at the end of shut-in. This confirms the validity of our 
implemented model, and also the near formation temperature does not become geothermal 
temperature within 30 days of shut-in. 
 
  
(a) Temperature profile during shut-in (b) Elevated temperature profile (30 days) 
Figure 2.17—Comparison of temperature profile along horizontal well direction (Y-dir.) at 
injection location (X = 0) during shut-in period 
 
2.6.4 Wellbore: Gas-Water Two Phase Production in a Vertical Well 
Hasan and Kabir (1994) proposed a temperature model for production wells under 
multiphase flow (gas-liquid two phase flow), and it was simplified in the work of Hasan 
and Kabir (2002). In this work, their temperature model for compressible fluid is used as 
the analytical solution with averaged fluid properties for the gas-water mixture. 
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where Cp, mix is mass-flow rate weighted specific heat of fluid mixture and LR is 
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where qmix is mass flow rate of the gas-water mixture, rci is casing inner radius and the UT 
is evaluated at the casing inner radius. The dimensionless temperature TD was derived in 
the work by Hasan and Kabir (1991), and it was extended to continuous expression in the 
form by Hasan and Kabir (2002): 
    DttD teetT DD   3719.05.1ln 2.0    ................................................   (2.90) 
where the dimensionless time is given as 
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t

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Let us consider a cylindrical reservoir domain with large reservoir radius (re = 
100,000 ft) to avoid effects by outer boundary. Figure 2.18a shows schematics of the 
reservoir/wellbore system. The target reservoir is located at 5,350 ft from the surface. The 
outer boundary of the reservoir is set to fixed pressure (constant pressure boundary). The 
r–z directional cross-sectional view of the entire domain with simulation mesh is shown 
in Figure 2.18b. The reservoir is discretized into logarithmically-spaced mesh in the r-
direction to capture the diffusive nature of the thermal conduction in the reservoir, and, in 
the z-direction, the reservoir is uniformly discretized. The reference properties of each 
flowing fluid are summarized in TABLE 2.3. Properties of the completion and formation 
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are shown in TABLE 2.4 and TABLE 2.5, respectively. It is noted that the gas fluid 
properties are estimated by the Peng-Robinson equation of state with critical properties of 
pure methane. 
Figure 2.19 show results of pressure and temperature distribution by this work 
against the analytical solution. The numerical solutions are in satisfactory agreement with 
the analytical solutions. 
 
 
 
(a) Geometry of reservoir/wellbore (b) r-z cross section and simulation mesh 
Figure 2.18—Schematics of the reservoir/wellbore system and simulation mesh 
 
TABLE 2.3—REFERENCE PROPERTIES OF FLOWING FLUID 
  Fluid  Property  Value   
  Water  Density, lbm/ft3  61.3   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.990   
  Gas  Density, lbm/ft3  10.2   
      Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.787   
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TABLE 2.4—COMPLETION PROPERTIES AND SURFACE FLOW RATE 
  Parameters  Value   
  Wellbore radius, in  8.75   
  Casing inner radius, in  4.67   
  Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)  37.01   
  Friction factor, –  0.001   
 Water flow rate (two-phase), STB/d  403  
 Gas flow rate (two-phase), MSCF/d   1163  
 
TABLE 2.5—FORMATION PROPERTIES 
  Region  Properties  Value   
  Reservoir  Outer radius, ft  100,000   
    Thickness, ft  350   
    Permeability, mD  300   
    Porosity, fraction  0.18   
    Density, lbm/ft3  162.313   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
   Rock heat capacity, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.239  
   Surface temperature, °F   76.0  
    Geothermal gradient, °F/ft  0.02   
  Overburden &  Outer radius, ft  100,000   
  Underburden  Permeability, mD  0   
    Porosity, fraction  0   
    Density, lbm/ft3  162.313   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
      Rock heat capacity, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.239   
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(a) Pressure (b) Temperature  
Figure 2.19—Comparison of pressure and temperature distribution at 100 days of 
production with two-phase gas-water production 
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CHAPTER III 
SYNTHETIC CASE STUDY 
 
3.1 Chapter Summary 
This chapter is dedicated to offer insights for better understanding of the downhole 
temperature behavior through several synthetic case studies. The first case study simulates 
temperature behavior in a single fracture during processes of injection, shut-in and 
production. It provides basic approaches and assumptions taken in this work to simulate 
those processes. The understandings of the single fracture study are applied to the second 
and the third case studies: a horizontal well with five fractures and a horizontal well with 
three stage treatment. These cases show different characteristics of the wellbore flowing 
temperature and the sandface temperature; the wellbore flowing temperature is less 
sensitive to the inflow temperature due to the mixing of the two streams (wellbore and 
fracture). Inflow temperature sensitivity on parameters related with fracture flow 
performance is also studied. 
 
3.2 Case Studies 
This section shows several case studies using the developed model for better 
understanding of downhole temperature behavior under various conditions demonstrating 
capabilities of the developed model. As the simplest case, temperature behavior of a well 
with a single fracture is presented. Second case simulates temperature behavior of a single-
stage fractured well with five clusters. Finally, a horizontal well with three stage treatment 
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(five clusters per stage) is discussed. All these cases simulate processes of injection, shut-
in and production. The temperature behaviors simulated by the gas-water model are 
compared with those by the single phase gas model to investigate effects of the injected 
water. 
 
3.2.1 Horizontal Well with a Single Fracture 
This example considers a horizontal well with a single transverse fracture at the center of 
the well. The fracture is created by injecting large amount of water and relevant additives 
with proppants to keep the created crack open. The created fracture length is thought to 
become more than one thousand feet in the field treatment inferred by some diagnostic 
techniques such as micro-seismic mapping (Fisher et al. 2005b). The actual propped 
fracture half-length, however, is thought to be shorter than the created fracture half-length 
because of several reasons such as closure stress and insufficient proppant transport along 
the fracture. The fracture conductivity can be considered as infinite conductivity during 
injection, while the conductivity seems to reduce during shut-in period due to closure. The 
fracture conductivity is affected by closure stress, proppant size/concentration, rock 
mineralogy (clay content) (Zhang et al. 2014, Zhang et al. 2015). The propped fracture 
half-length and conductivity are used to evaluate flow performance from the fracture 
during production period. In this case, to highlight effects by the fracture on temperature 
behavior, the heat transfer between the wellbore and reservoir are ignored; they are 
included in following two cases. 
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Injection and Shut-in 
This study simplifies the injection process with an assumption that the hydraulic fracture 
is created at the time when injection starts, and the created fracture half-length and 
conductivity is fixed for the entire injection period. The created fracture is assumed to be 
highly conductive to mimic infinite conductive fracture during the injection period.  
Figure 3.1 shows schematics of the geometry of the problem during injection and 
shut-in period. This case used the mixed coordinate system, and the cylindrical coordinate 
system is used for the near wellbore region. Water is injected for 100 minutes with 
injection rate at 18 bbl/min (equivalent to 90 bbl/min for five-cluster treatment). The 
injection fluid temperature is fixed at 80 °F. After the injection, the well is in shut-in for 
30 days. 
 
 
 
 
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 3.1—Geometry of the case for injection and warm-up problem 
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TABLE 3.1 summarizes input data for this case. The fracture conductivity during 
injection is 10 D-ft (1.0 × 104 mD-ft) and it is reduced to be 20 mD-ft for shut-in period. 
The enhanced permeability is introduced to account for flow contributions by re-activated 
natural fractures or fissures in the vicinity of the induced hydraulic fracture. This controls 
the leak-off from the fracture face during injection. The initial gas saturation is 0.9, and 
the gas is single component methane. The relative permeability in the fracture is modeled 
by the linear function with zero residual water and gas saturation. The relative 
permeability in the matrix is modeled by the Corey’s model with irreducible water 
saturation = 0.1. 
 
TABLE 3.1—INPUT DATA FOR INJECTION AND SHUT-IN  
(SINGLE FRACTURE CASE) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  4,600   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,600   
    Net pay thickness, ft  160   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  0.924   
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft
3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  4500   
      Initial temperature, °F   238.37   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture conductivity (injection), D-ft  10   
   Fracture conductivity (shut-in), mD-ft  20  
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  160   
    Created fracture half-length, ft  1,000   
      Enhanced permeability, mD   5.83 × 10-3   
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Figure 3.2 shows temperature and water saturation profiles along the fracture 
direction. In these plots, the fracture tip position is expressed as the dashed line. The 
injected fluid is heated up by the surrounding formation before it reaches the fracture tip 
(Figure 3.2a), while water saturation front has already reached the fracture tip (Figure 
3.2b). The cold temperature signal disappears at around 500 ft away from the well. Figure 
3.3 shows temperature profile near the wellbore along the fracture during injection and 
shut-in. The dotted lines around 80 ft show transition position of the two flow regimes, 
radial flow and linear flow. Once injection is terminated, temperature in the fracture keep 
increasing as shown in Figure 3.3b. The temperature in the fracture is still lower than the 
initial geothermal temperature even after 30 days of shut-in. 
 
  
(a) Temperature (b) Water saturation 
Figure 3.2—Temperature and water saturation profile in the fracture direction  
during injection 
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(a) Injection (b) Shut-in 
Figure 3.3—Temperature profile in the fracture direction near wellbore during injection 
and shut-in 
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(a) Injection (b) Shut-in 
Figure 3.4—Radial flow effects on near wellbore temperature distribution during injection 
and shut-in 
 
 
Figure 3.5—Elevated temperature profile along fracture at the end of shut-in 
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formation. This temperature distribution after shut-in is used as the initial condition for 
the production period, and it means that usage of initial geothermal temperature for initial 
condition overestimates fracture temperature. 
 
  
(a) After injection (100 min) (b) After shut-in (30 days) 
Figure 3.6—Temperature distribution after injection and shut-in (top-view) 
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(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 3.7—Geometry of the case for production problem 
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(a) Flow rate (b) Inflow temperature and gas flow rate 
Figure 3.8—Production rate and inflow temperature during production 
 
To further investigate early time temperature behavior, Figure 3.9 shows same 
plots in semi-log time scale. Until 0.1 days of production, only the water phase produces, 
and it leads to a relative increase of the inflow temperature. Once the gas phase starts to 
produce, the inflow temperature starts to decrease due to the Joule-Thomson cooling 
effect. 
 
  
(a) Flow rate history (b) Inflow temperature and gas flow rate 
Figure 3.9—Production history and inflow temperature during production  
(Semi-log time scale) 
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Figure 3.10 shows simulated temperature profile along fracture during production. 
The gray shaded zone denotes the region of radial flow, and the tip of the effective fracture 
is expressed by the dotted line at 300 ft away from the wellbore. It is clear that the 
deviation from the geothermal temperature is mainly occurring inside effective fracture 
while the temperature front propagates into the matrix region slightly. The gas cooling 
effect gets smaller spatially in the fracture with time due to decrease of the gas flow rate. 
In addition, the radial flow regime has significant effect on the near wellbore temperature. 
This is further investigated in Figure 3.11 which shows comparison of the temperature 
profiles given by liner coordinate and mixed coordinate (linear and radial) at 10 days and 
100 days of production. The deviations from the dotted lines (considering linear flow only) 
are significant even after 100 days of production with significant reduction of the gas flow 
rate. 
 
  
Figure 3.10—Temperature profile along 
fracture during production 
Figure 3.11—Radial flow effect on near 
wellbore temperature during production 
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in the single phase gas model is the same as those in the gas-water case except for the 
saturation and temperature distribution. The single phase gas model considers gas-filled 
reservoir with original geothermal temperature distribution. Figure 3.12 shows 
comparison of simulated inflow temperature and gas production rate by single phase gas 
(Figure 3.12a) and gas-water two-phase model (Figure 3.12b). The maximum 
temperature changes in both cases correspond to the time when the gas production reaches 
its peak. The single phase gas model gives maximum gas flow rate at the beginning of the 
production because the gas flow is not obstructed by the injected water. The delay of the 
gas peak production in the two-phase case results from the production of flow back water. 
In both cases, the gas cooling effect gets smaller as the gas production rate gets smaller 
showing similar trend. These plots are overlain in Figure 3.13. This plot shows the lower 
inflow temperature by the gas-water model even after 100 days of production while the 
simulated gas production rate is almost equal in both cases. The inflow temperature 
difference is around 2-3 °F in this case. 
 
  
(a) Single phase gas (b) Gas-water two phase 
Figure 3.12—Comparison of inflow temperature and gas production rate  
(single-phase gas model and gas-water model) 
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Figure 3.13—Comparison of simulated profiles of the inflow temperature and the gas 
production time by gas-water model and single phase gas model during production 
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(a) Inflow temperature (b) Gas production rate 
Figure 3.14—Comparison of simulated inflow temperature and gas production with 
removal of effects by the injected water 
 
On the other hand, we use the gas-water model with only the saturation differences at the 
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(a) Inflow temperature (b) Gas production rate 
Figure 3.15—Comparison of simulated inflow temperature and gas production with 
removal of effects by the temperature difference at the onset of production 
 
This single fracture case went through the temperature behavior inside fracture 
during injection, shut-in and production period. It highlights the importance of the radial 
coordinate system near the wellbore in the interpretation of the sandface/inflow 
temperature just behind casing. And, it also highlights the importance of the estimation of 
temperature distribution at the onset of production in the temperature interpretation during 
production because it is the main reason for the significant difference in the inflow 
temperature. 
The temperature behavior inside the fracture is not our main goal since the 
downhole temperature is not measured in the fracture but in the wellbore or behind casing. 
The better understanding of the fracture temperature behavior, however, helps interpret 
wellbore and sandface temperature distribution along the well with multiple fractures 
because those temperature changes occur at all of the created fractures separately.  
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3.2.2 Horizontal Well with Five Fractures 
The second case considers a horizontal well with five fractures to simulate temperature 
behavior during a single-stage of fracturing of a horizontal well. The well is assumed to 
be completed by the plug-and-perf method. To investigate how the fracture heterogeneity 
affects the downhole temperature behavior, two examples are considered as fracture 
configurations: identical fractures and non-identical fractures. This case also simulates the 
processes of injection, shut-in and production. 
During the injection period, the water is injected into one side of the horizontal 
well (heel side), and the injection rate is specified as mass flow rate with fixed temperature. 
This case assumes that the five fractures are created instantaneously at the beginning of 
injection. And, the velocity field in the wellbore is assumed to reach the steady-state 
condition with prescribed injection rates for each fractures. The total injection rate at the 
heel needs to be equal to the summation of the prescribed flow rate into the fractures 
(Ribeiro and Horne 2016): 



fN
i
iinj qq
1
   .............................................................................................   (3.1) 
where qinj is the total injection mass flow rate, Nf is the number of fractures for the target 
stage, and qi prescribed mass rate into the i-th fracture. The temperature of the fluid 
injected into the perforations is assumed to be the same as the wellbore temperature of the 
segment. In addition, at the beginning of the injection, the wellbore fluid temperature is 
also assumed to be the same as the prescribed injection fluid temperature. If the completion 
fluid is placed in the wellbore, the fluid temperature seems to be close to the reservoir 
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temperature, but, this study considers high rate injection such as 75 to 90 bpm and the 
effect can be ignored. 
The fracturing treatment designs used in this study such as injection rate and time 
are based on a field case presented by Mayerhofer et al. (2011). The injection rate is 90 
bpm for five clusters per stage. The injection continues for 100 min to get similar value of 
the total injected fluid volume (8,350 bbl of slick-water in their work).  
After the injection, the well is shut-in for 30 days, and the production starts with 
constant bottom-hole pressure (2,600 psi) for 100 days. The shut-in period may be much 
longer than the actual field case, and the long term shut-in period is used to evaluate if the 
fracture temperature and wellbore temperature distribution get back to initial geothermal 
temperature during the period. Here, at the beginning of shut-in, the velocity field is 
assumed to become static. When the well is suddenly shut-in, the sudden change leads to 
a series of pressure pulses known as a water hammer by using the transient momentum 
balance equation (Carey et al. 2015). It makes the simulation time step size quite small, 
and takes long simulation time to get the static condition. While the water hammer effect 
itself can be useful method in the diagnostic fracture-injection test (McClure et al. 2016, 
Carey et al. 2015), this work ignores those effects. In addition, when fracture conductivity 
is quite high during shut-in period, the simulation time-step also becomes quite small 
because of the high rate flow interaction between the wellbore and the reservoir. To 
stabilize the process, lower productivity index multiplier is used until the flow interaction 
is stabilized. This seems to affect the pressure equilibration in the wellbore. 
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Identical Fractures 
Figure 3.16 shows geometries used in this single stage fractured well with five identical 
fractures. TABLE 3.2 summarizes input data used in this case. The reservoir and fracture 
properties are mostly the same with the single fracture case. The fracture spacing used in 
this study is 150 ft. The case assumes five identical fractures with half-length of 1,000 ft 
are created, and the propped fracture half-length is 300 ft. The treatment pressure is 7,500 
psi in this case during injection. 
 
 
 
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 3.16—Geometries of the single-stage case (identical fractures) 
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TABLE 3.2—INPUT DATA FOR THE CASE OF A HORIZONTAL WELL  
WITH FIVE IDENTICAL FRACTURES 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  4,600   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,600   
    Net pay thickness, ft  160   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  4,500   
      Initial temperature, °F   238.37   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture conductivity (injection), D-ft  10   
   Fracture conductivity (shut-in/production), mD-ft  20  
   Fracture spacing, ft  150  
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  160   
    Created fracture half-length, ft  1,000   
   Propped fracture half-length, ft  300  
      Enhanced permeability, mD   5.83 × 10-3   
 Wellbore  Wellbore diameter, inch  8.75  
   Casing OD, inch  5.5  
   Pipe-relative roughness, –  0.001  
   Cement thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  4.021  
   Casing thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  6.993  
 
Figure 3.17 shows simulated DTS response (sandface temperature) of the 
horizontal well with identical fractures. During the injection, the sandface temperature is 
cooled down by the injected fluid as shown in the blue color region in the Figure 3.17a. 
Once the shut-in starts, the entire sandface is heated by the surrounding formation. 
According to the simulated DTS response map during shut-in (Figure 3.17a), the created 
fracture locations can be detected clearly because, at the fracture locations, the temperature 
recovery is slower than the non-perforated zone. The fracture positions are also detected 
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in the simulated DTS response during production periods (Figure 3.17b) while those 
temperature signals are not so obvious than those during the shut-in period. 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) During stimulation and shut-in (b) During production 
Figure 3.17—Simulated DTS response (sandface temperature) of the horizontal well with 
identical fractures 
 
Figure 3.18 shows sandface temperature profiles at selected time during shut-in 
and production. Even after 30 days of shut-in, the sandface temperature does not reach the 
initial geothermal temperature near those fracture locations, while the sandface 
temperature of the non-perforated region is close to the geothermal temperature (Figure 
3.18a). During production, the sandface temperature profiles keep increasing with time 
(Figure 3.18b), which is caused by reduction of Joule-Thomson cooling effect associated 
with decrease of gas inflow rate as mentioned in the single fracture case. At all fracture 
locations, same magnitude of gas cooling effect can be seen in the sandface temperature 
profile because the fractures are identical and have the same gas inflow rate. The non-
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symmetric sandface temperature profile results from the heat transfer between the 
wellbore and reservoir. 
 
  
(a) During shut-in (b) During production 
Figure 3.18—Sandface temperature profile during shut-in and production  
(identical fractures) 
 
Figure 3.19 shows wellbore flowing temperature and flow rate profiles along the 
horizontal well at 30 days, 60 days and 90 days of production. While the inflow 
temperatures and the inflow rates are same at all of the fracture locations, temperature 
changes at the fracture position become smaller as fluid moves to the heel side. It results 
from the fluid mixing between inflow and wellbore streams (Hill 1990), and it makes it 
difficult to use wellbore flowing temperature for interpretation of flow rate profile along 
the horizontal well with multiple fractures (Yoshida et al. 2014). 
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(a) Wellbore flowing temperature 
 
 
(b) Gas flow rate (c) Water flow rate 
Figure 3.19—Wellbore flowing temperature and flow rate profiles during production 
(identical fractures) 
 
Figure 3.20 compares wellbore temperature profiles and gas flow rate profiles by 
gas-water model and single phase gas model. The wellbore temperature profile given by 
gas-water model is around 1-2 °F lower than that by single phase gas model on average. 
In these cases, the gas flow rates are similar and the temperature changes at fracture 
positions are also similar. Therefore, when the single phase gas model is used to obtain 
same magnitude of temperature with gas-water case, it requires more gas flow rate; it may 
overestimate gas production rate from those fractures. 
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(a1) Wellbore temperature (b1) Wellbore temperature 
  
(a2) Gas flow rate (b2) Gas flow rate 
(a) Gas-Water case  (b) Single phase gas case 
Figure 3.20—Comparison of wellbore temperature and gas rate profile between gas-water 
case and single phase gas case 
 
Non identical fractures 
With use of the plug-and-perf completion, local injection rate at each perforation cannot 
be controlled in field operations. In this case, non-identical fractures are considered; the 
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input data for this case is summarized in TABLE 3.3. The created fracture half-length are 
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fractures are assumed to be the same with the case of identical fractures. The treatment 
pressure is 8,500 psi in this case during injection, and rate allocations of the injected fluid 
into fractures are linearly proportional to the created fracture half-length (18.75 bpm, 0 
bpm, 37.5 bpm, 8.75 bpm and 25.0 bpm, respectively). 
 
 
 
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 3.21—Geometries of the single-stage case (non-identical fractures) 
 
  
(a) Created fractures (b) Propped fractures for production 
Figure 3.22—Created and propped fracture distributions of the single-stage with non-
identical fractures 
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TABLE 3.3—INPUT DATA FOR THE CASE OF A HORIZONTAL WELL  
WITH FIVE NON-IDENTICAL FRACTURES 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  4,600   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,600   
    Net pay thickness, ft  160   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  4,500   
      Initial temperature, °F   238.37   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture conductivity (injection), D-ft  10   
   Fracture conductivity (shut-in/production), mD-ft  20  
   Fracture spacing, ft  150  
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  160   
      Enhanced permeability, mD   5.83 × 10-3   
 Wellbore  Wellbore diameter, inch  8.75  
   Casing OD, inch  5.5  
   Pipe-relative roughness, –  0.001  
   Cement thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  4.021  
   Casing thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  6.993  
 
Figure 3.23 shows simulated DTS response (sandface temperature) of the 
horizontal well with non-identical fractures. According to the DTS response during 
stimulation and shut-in, the non-fractured location can be easily detected (no temperature 
signal during shut-in). In the qualitative interpretation of the simulated DTS response, it 
seems difficult to use the temperature map during injection and shut-in to determine the 
relative size or created volume of fractures. The simulated DTS response during 
production looks helpful to determine the relative contributions for the flow rate. For all 
of the three larger fracture positons, the gas cooling effects can be seen (Figure 3.23b). 
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(a) During stimulation and shut-in (b) During production 
Figure 3.23—Simulated DTS response (sandface) of the horizontal well with non-identical 
fractures 
 
Figure 3.24 shows sandface temperature profiles at selected times during shut-in 
and production. According to the temperature profile during production (Figure 3.24b), 
the difference of fracture size can be clearly seen as the difference of the gas cooling effect 
at fracture locations. 
 
  
(a) During shut-in (b) During production 
Figure 3.24—Sandface temperature profile during shut-in and production  
(non-identical fractures) 
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Figure 3.25 shows wellbore temperature and flow rate profiles, and it masks the 
temperature signals due to the mixing effect. In addition, when we have large amount of 
flowing fluid inside the wellbore, fracture spacing also affects the wellbore temperature 
behavior. If the spacing is not long enough to warm up the flowing fluid, the cooling effect 
cannot be detected. In this case study, the spacing is 150 ft and the cool anomalies are 
distinct, but, some field cases use shorter fracture spacing such as 75 ft or less. 
 
 
(a) Wellbore flowing temperature 
  
(b) Gas flow rate (c) Water flow rate 
Figure 3.25—Wellbore flowing temperature and flow rate profiles during production  
(non-identical fractures) 
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during production. Figure 3.26 shows schematics of reservoir, fracture and wellbore 
geometry of this case. Each stage has five clusters, and the cluster and stage spacing are 
150 ft. Identical fractures are assumed to be created in this case. 
 
  
(a) Fracture distribution and well position (b) Near wellbore 
Figure 3.26—Geometries of three stage-fractured well 
 
Figure 3.27 shows treatment design of the three stage fracturing case. The 
injection rate is 90 bpm for 100 min per stage, and it is followed by 60 min shut-in to 
prepare for injection of next stage. The shut-in time between stages depends on actual field 
operations and it can be several hours. The shut-in time used in this study is thought to be 
the minimum possible time in field operations. This injection and shut-in cycle is repeated 
for all three stages. The change of the fracture distribution for each treatment is shown in 
Figure 3.28. It is noted that, at the beginning of injection, the velocity field in the wellbore 
is set to steady state condition, and, at the beginning of shut-in, the velocity becomes zero 
as discussed in the previous case. After the treatment, the well is shut-in for 10 days to 
prepare for production. 
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Figure 3.27—Treatment design of the three stage fracturing 
 
   
(a) Stage 1 (b) Stage 2 (c) Stage 3 
Figure 3.28—Change of fracture distribution for multi-stage treatment 
 
Figure 3.29 shows simulated DTS responses with time along the measure depth. 
The simulated DTS response shows the stair-step temperature profile as observed in field 
data, and it supports the effective zonal isolation in the simulation as well. Since the 
fractures are assumed to be identical, the temperature signals by each fracture are almost 
identical during production. 
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(a) During stimulation and early shut-in  (b) During production 
Figure 3.29—Simulated DTS response (sandface) of the horizontal well with three-stage 
fracturing treatment 
 
Figure 3.30 shows a comparison of wellbore and sandface temperature during 
production. As expected, with increase a number of fractures and total flow rate in the 
wellbore, wellbore temperature changes associated with fracture inflow get smaller. It is 
noted that the sandface temperature change near the heel is limited only at the fracture 
locations while the sandface temperature change near the toe is more smeared. This 
difference results from the wellbore temperature distribution in these regions. Figure 3.31 
shows comparison of the wellbore temperature by gas-water case and single phase gas 
case. While the average temperature in the gas-water case is lower than that in the single 
phase case, the difference becomes smaller with time. 
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(a) Wellbore temperature (b) Sandface temperature 
Figure 3.30—Comparison of wellbore and sandface temperature  
(three stage case) 
 
  
(a1) Wellbore temperature (b1) Wellbore temperature 
  
(a2) Gas flow rate (b2) Gas flow rate 
(a) Gas-Water case  (b) Single phase gas case 
Figure 3.31—Comparison of wellbore temperature and gas rate profile between gas-water 
case and single phase gas case (three stage case) 
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3.3 Sensitivity Study 
The case studies provide ideas on the downhole temperature behavior in the single fracture 
and in the horizontal well with multiple fractures. This section further investigates 
sensitivity of inflow temperature on key parameters in evaluation of the fracture flow 
performance: propped fracture half-length and fracture conductivity. In this sensitivity 
study, we treat these parameters as independent to investigate their effects separately. 
The problem geometry in the sensitivity study is the same with the single fracture 
case study. To obtain profiles of the pressure, temperature and saturation at the onset of 
production, the injection and shut-in simulations are run. The water is injected at the 
fracture position with injection rate at 18 bbl/min for 100 minutes. The injection fluid 
temperature is fixed at 80 °F. After the injection, the well is in shut-in for 30 days and the 
well starts to produce for 100 days. The input data for this case is summarized in TABLE 
3.4. The rock density, thermal conductivity and specific heat are values of a shale read 
from Lake (2010). 
 
 
 
(a) x-y cross section (top view) (b) Slice of fracture position in 3D view 
Figure 3.32—Geometries for sensitivity study of the single fracture 
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TABLE 3.4—INPUT DATA FOR SINGLE FRACTURE SENSITIVITY STUDY 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  4,600   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,600   
    Net pay thickness, ft  160   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
    Thermal conductivity (dry), Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  0.571   
   Thermal conductivity (saturated), Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  0.924  
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft
3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  4,500   
      Initial temperature, °F   238.37   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  160   
    Created fracture half-length, ft  1,000   
      Enhanced permeability, mD   5.83 × 10-3   
 
3.3.1 Propped Fracture Half-length 
The propped fracture half-length is changed from 100 ft to 500 ft. Figure 3.33 shows 
simulated inflow temperature and gas production profiles with time using different 
fracture half-length sizes. When the fracture length increases, the inflow temperature 
becomes lower at a certain time after the initial flow-back water production. This results 
from the increase of the gas production because of the increase of the fracture contact area 
to the formation.  
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(a) Inflow temperature (b) Gas production rate 
Figure 3.33—Simulated inflow temperature and gas production rate with time using 
different propped fracture half-length size 
 
3.3.2 Fracture Conductivity 
The fracture conductivity is changed from 2 mD-ft to 200 mD-ft. In this case, we only 
changed the permeability of the fracture to change the conductivity values (fracture width 
is 0.02 ft). Figure 3.34 shows simulated inflow temperature and gas production profiles 
with time using different fracture conductivity values. With increase of the fracture 
conductivity, the inflow temperature becomes higher at a certain time after the initial flow-
back water production. The increase of the fracture conductivity leads to significant 
increase of the gas production rate, but, at the same time, the pressure drop inside the 
fracture also becomes quite small. It leads to the reduction of the Joule-Thomson cooling 
effect inside the fracture with a higher conductive fracture.  
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(a) Inflow temperature (b) Gas production rate 
Figure 3.34—Simulated inflow temperature and gas production rate with time using 
different fracture conductivity 
 
3.3.3 Formation Thermal Conductivity 
The temperature sensitivity on the thermal conductivity is also studied. The value range 
of the shale rock thermal conductivity is reported by researchers (Schön 1996, Eppelbaum 
et al. 2014). We use the range by Eppelbaum et al. (2014) (1.1 W/m-K to 2.1 W/m-K), 
and the mean value (1.6 W/m-K) is equal to the value shown in Lake (2010) as water 
saturated thermal conductivity.  
Figure 3.35 shows simulated inflow temperature and gas flow rate with time using 
three different thermal conductivities (min, mean and max are 1.1, 1.6 and 2.1 W/m-K, 
respectively). The gas production rate plots given by these three cases are overlain in 
Figure 3.35b. With the increase of the thermal conductivity, the inflow temperature 
slightly increases. This is caused by the increase of the thermal diffusivity in the formation, 
and it leads to relatively faster warm up by the surrounding formation.  
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With change of the value of the thermal conductivity, the inflow temperature 
behavior changes, but the change seems to be much smaller than the effects of the fracture 
half-length and fracture conductivity within the range discussed in this work.  
 
  
(a) Inflow temperature (b) Gas production rate 
Figure 3.35—Simulated inflow temperature and gas production rate with time using 
different formation thermal conductivity 
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CHAPTER IV 
FIELD APPLICATIONS: INTERPRETATION OF DOWNHOLE TEMPERATURE 
BEHAVIORS IN A HORIZONTAL WELL WITH MULTIPLE FRACTURES 
 
4.1 Chapter Summary 
This chapter applies the developed temperature model to field cases. This field application 
tries to justify the qualitative interpretations from the theoretical modeling perspective. 
And, the developed model is also used to quantitatively interpret the downhole 
temperature to predict flow profiles during production. The quantitatively interpreted flow 
profile is compared with the results by single phase gas model and the other measurement 
methods. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
This work shows two field cases. First, the model is applied to a field case presented by 
Ugueto et al. (2016). They showed the DTS and the DAS responses of a horizontal well 
with multiple fractures. The horizontal well has 11 stages with multiple clusters, and the 
DTS and DAS data of the stage 11 is presented for injection, shut-in and production period. 
Secondly, the model is used for the quantitative interpretation of the horizontal well with 
multiple fractures (15 stages) in the Eagle Ford shale, which is presented in Cui et al 
(2015). The downhole temperature data was measured with a production logging tool, and 
the surface production rate is available. 
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4.3 Qualitative Interpretation: A Field Case Study 
4.3.1 Descriptions of the Field Data 
Ugueto et al. (2015) showed DTS temperature maps for several wells, and Ugueto et al. 
(2016) further discussed the DTS profiles of one of those wells. The target well is a 
horizontal well with eleven stages of plug-and-perf completions. In their work, detailed 
DTS profiles are provided for the stage 11 close to the heel of the well. The stage has six 
perforation clusters and the cluster spacing is around 50 m. Figure 4.1 shows DTS profiles 
provided in their work at stage 11 a few days after the fracturing treatment and after 30 
days of production. The data of the plots is read from the plots in the work by Ugueto et 
al. (2016).  
According to the DTS response during warm-back (Figure 4.1a), all of the 
perforation clusters show cooler temperature than the non-perforated region, while, during 
the fracturing treatment of the stage, the perforations 11.2 and 11.3 have little DAS activity 
(Ugueto et al. 2016). On the other hand, the DTS response during production clearly shows 
the cooler signals at perforations 11.1, 11.4, 11.5 and 11.6 while the other two perforations 
do not show any signals. These four clusters are thought to produce gas from the DTS 
responses qualitatively, and it is supported by the DAS response as well in their work. 
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(a) DTS profile of the stage 11 few days after 
the fracturing treatment 
(b) DTS profile of the stage 11 after 30 days 
of production 
  
Figure 4.1—DTS profile of the stage 11 during warm-back and production  
(data read from Ugueto et al. (2016)) 
 
4.3.2 Model Setup 
In this work, we try to replicate these DTS responses with the developed model to obtain 
better understanding of the temperature behaviors. The provided treatment data is limited 
in the work by Ugueto et al. (2016) (only for stage 4 and stage 11 are available), and we 
assume the treatment design and shut-in time from those provided data. For stage 11, the 
injection rate, duration and operating bottom-hole pressure are assumed to be 75 bpm, 105 
min and 7832 psi (54 MPa). Other stages are assumed to be treated with 75 bpm for 2 
hours, and the well is shut-in for 10 hours between the stages. 
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Figure 4.2 shows geometries of the reservoir and wellbore with the slices of the 
fracture plane before stage 11 treatment (Figure 4.2a) and after the beginning of the stage 
11 treatment with uniform created fractures (Figure 4.2b). TABLE 4.1 summarized the 
input used in this study. For the treatments of the stage 1 to stage 10, the injection and 
shut-in are repeated for the reservoir without any fractures (Figure 4.2a).  
 
  
(a) Before stage 11 treatment  
(treatments and shut-in for other 10 stages) 
(b) After the beginning of the stage 11  
treatment (with uniform fractures) 
  
Figure 4.2—Geometry for the stage 11  
 
Figure 4.3 shows simulated DTS response with corresponding injection rate 
during the treatments of the stage 1 to stage 10. The repeated processes of the injection 
and shut-in make the warm-back slower as the treatment progresses. The final reservoir 
and wellbore temperature profiles are used for the treatment of the target stage. 
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TABLE 4.1—INPUT DATA FOR QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE FIELD 
DATA IN UGUETO ET AL. (2016) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  2,000   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,000   
    Net pay thickness, ft  200   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  3,560   
      Initial temperature, °F   180.0   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture conductivity (injection), D-ft  10   
   Fracture conductivity (shut-in/production), mD-ft  20  
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  200   
      Enhanced permeability, mD   583 × 10-2   
 Wellbore  Wellbore diameter, inch  8.75  
   Casing OD, inch  5.5  
   Pipe-relative roughness, –  0.001  
   Cement thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  4.021  
   Casing thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  6.993  
 
 
Figure 4.3—Simulated DTS response and corresponding injection rate during the 
treatments of the stage 1 to the stage 10 
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4.3.3 Results: Temperature Matching for the Qualitative Interpretation  
For the field data, we try to match simulated DTS response to the measured shut-in DTS 
response obtained few days after the injection. In the temperature matching process, at 
first, we changed formation thermal conductivity values within the range shown by 
Eppelbaum et al. (2014) to match the temperature at the non-perforated region. We assume 
that identical fractures are created with 1,000 ft fracture half-length as initial guess.  
Next, the created fracture half-length of each fracture is changed to obtain 
improved matched temperature profile. Since this work needs to assume the fracture 
length before the injection, the corresponding rate allocation also needs to be adjusted (Eq. 
3.1). The rate into each perforation is estimated by the ratio of each fracture volume to 
sum of the fracture volume. The thickness of this reservoir is assumed to be 200 ft, so, if 
the fracture half-length becomes less than 100 ft, the fracture shape is changed to penny 
shape radial fracture. The temperature profile in the wellbore depends on the rate 
allocation. With multiple injection points, the well flow rate decreases progressively, and 
it leads to the changes in slope in the temperature profile (Ribeiro and Horne 2016).  
Figure 4.4 shows an example wellbore temperature profile at the end of injection 
into the stage 11. The red shaded zones are perforation positions, and solid line and dashed 
line denote temperature profiles by uniform rate allocation and non-uniform rate 
allocation, respectively. In the uniform rate allocation case, each perforation took 12.5 
bpm (17% of the total injection rate). However, in the non-uniform rate allocation case, 
the first three perforations took more than 99 % (74.5 bpm) of the total flow amount, and 
it leads to significantly small amount of flow inside wellbore. The small amount of 
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wellbore flow is easily heated up by the surrounding formation. The example plot shows 
an extreme case, but, this temperature deviation due to the rate allocation likely leads to 
slightly higher temperature near the toe side in shut-in temperature profile as shown in 
field data (Figure 4.1a). 
 
 
Figure 4.4—An example plot of wellbore temperature profile at the end of injection of 
stage 11 with uniform rate allocation and non-uniform rate allocation 
 
Figure 4.5a shows the simulated DTS response with the measured DTS data after 
the calibration of the thermal conductivity with uniform fractures (no change in the rate 
allocations). In this case, the water-saturated thermal conductivity value is 1.6 W/m-K. By 
changing thermal conductivity, the temperature at non-perforated regions is matched 
slightly. Figure 4.5b shows the final matched temperature profile. The temperature profile 
at non-perforated region shows good matching, and, the temperature profiles at the 
perforations of 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 show fairly good agreement. However, the measured 
temperature profile at the perforations 11.4, 11.5 and 11.6 show different temperature 
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shape compared with the simulated DTS response. Therefore, the temperature matching 
for these fractures were terminated when the simulated DTS temperature of the bottom 
three perforations are matched with the DTS temperature data. The temperature matching 
offers some insights on the rate allocation for the target stage and relative volume of the 
created fractures. The estimated fracture half-lengths and injection rates are summarized 
in TABLE 4.2.  
 
  
(a) Initial guess (b) Matched profile 
Figure 4.5—Measured DTS temperature and simulated DTS temperature  
for shut-in period (initial guess and matched profile) 
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TABLE 4.2—ESTIMATED FRACTURE LENGTH AND RATE 
ALLOCATION  
  Perforation  Fracture-length, ft  Injection rate, bpm   
  11.6  1000  24.8   
  11.5  1000  24.8   
  11.4  1000  24.8   
  11.3  5  0.0049   
  11.2  5  0.0049   
  11.1   50   0.488   
 
4.3.4 Discussion 
In the above matching, the perforations 11.4, 11.5 and 11.6 show different temperature 
shape comparing with the simulated DTS response in this work. The measured DTS shows 
small warm temperature anomalies at the center of the perforations. These warm 
anomalies can only be seen at perforations which show larger DAS signal during injection 
and DAS/DTS signal during production (Ugueto et al. 2016). However, the DTS response 
during production (Figure 4.1a) shows no such warm anomalies except for the perforation 
11.6 where the perforation still shows the warm anomaly at the center of the perforation. 
The sudden temperature change at the center of the perforation seems to result from the 
fluid movement between the fracture and wellbore systems by fracture closure (cross-flow 
fracture to wellbore) (Ribeiro and Horne 2016) or by fluid moving into the fracture from 
the wellbore due to the decrease of fluid density in the well associated with steep 
temperature increase during warm-back. One of the other possibilities to explain the 
temperature signal is the frictional heating when the injected fluid moves through 
perforations because the perforation pressure drop can be several hundred psi with high 
rate injection. To clearly explain the deviations, further investigations are required. 
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In addition, the estimated fracture half-length is based on the assumptions of the 
shape of the transverse fracture at each perforation. In reality, the shape of the fracture is 
altered by the stress changes near the wellbore, and, if we use slickwater for the fracturing, 
the fracture shape becomes more complex. Therefore, the estimated fracture half-length is 
thought to be total representative fracture length with the assumption of the transverse 
fracture, and the fracture diagnostics should be integrated and justified with the other 
method such as micro-seismic mapping.  
 
4.4 Quantitative Interpretation: Well EF-2 
4.4.1 Descriptions of the Field Data 
This section discusses quantitative interpretation of the downhole temperature data for 
flow profiling during production. The target well (EF-2) is located in Eagle Ford shale, 
and the well was investigated by Cui et al. (2015b) using the single phase gas model. Well 
EF-2 is a gas well, and the surface production rates of gas, water and oil are 1,700 
MSCF/D, 60 STB/D and 125 STB/D, respectively, at the time of production logging. The 
downhole temperature was measured by production logging temperature tool. The 
obtained production logging data for the same well is analyzed by Liao et al. (2013). 
According to them, the bottom-hole pressure is higher than the dew point pressure, and, 
at the downhole condition, the gas-water condition is anticipated. The well is completed 
with a plug-and-perf completion for 15 stages. Each stage has 4 clusters, and the cluster 
spacing is around 75 ft. The well trajectory and perforation positions are shown in Figure 
4.6.  
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Figure 4.6—Well trajectory and perforation locations for Well EF-2 
 
There are six sets of production logging data obtained by three up passes and three 
down passes, and the temperature data sets are plotted in Figure 4.7. In this work, we pick 
the first down pass data as the measurement data. During the production logging operation, 
the tool movement itself may smear the temperature measurement along the well. With 
use of the dataset of the first down pass data, we expect less smearing effects on the 
measurement. Cui et al. (2015b) also showed the geothermal temperature along the well, 
and the measured wellbore temperature near the toe is around 2-3 °F higher than the 
geothermal temperature in some of the dataset. They explained the higher temperature 
near the toe by the tool-traveling effect which generates heat near the toe, and they exclude 
the data in this region in their interpretation. In this work, we assume that the geothermal 
temperature itself has the uncertainty and we use the shifted temperature profile to match 
the geothermal temperature and the toe temperature measured by the production logging 
(Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.7—Temperature data set for Well EF-2 (from Cui et al. (2015b)) 
 
 
Figure 4.8—Wellbore and geothermal temperature profiles used in this work (Well EF-2) 
 
4.4.2 Model Setup 
The reservoir model is constructed in 2D domain and the wellbore is placed at the reservoir 
center. As discussed in one of the synthetic case studies, the high permeability fracture 
zones are sequentially assigned to the reservoir domain. Figure 4.9 shows reservoir and 
wellbore geometries at the treatment of stage 4 and at the shut-in period after all of the 
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fracturing job is done. The reservoir is discretized into 794 × 49 × 1, and the reservoir cell 
which contains the wellbore is locally refined with 7 concentric cylinder grids.  
 
  
(a) Treatment period of the stage 4 (b) Shut-in period before production 
Figure 4.9—Geometries of the field case (Well EF-2) 
 
We assume the treatment design as follows: 2 hours injection and 7 hours shut-in 
for each stage and 60 bpm injection rate. After the treatment of the all of the stages, the 
well is shut-in for 30 days. Since we do not have any shut-in temperature data, the fractures 
are assumed to be created uniformly. TABLE 4.3 summarizes input data for this case 
study. Figure 4.10 shows the simulated DTS response during injection and early shut-in 
period. Because of the assumptions of the uniform created fractures and complete zonal 
isolations, the simulated DTS response shows the stair-step profile with uniform signals 
at all the created fractures. After the late shut-in period, profiles of pressure, temperature 
and saturation are obtained, and they are used as the initial condition at the onset of the 
production.  
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TABLE 4.3—INPUT DATA FOR QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF  
THE FIELD DATA (WELL EF-2) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Reservoir size (x-dir) ft  6,000   
    Reservoir size (y-dir) ft  4,000   
    Net pay thickness, ft  200   
    Matrix permeability, nD  583   
    Matrix porosity, fraction  0.042   
   Thermal conductivity (dry), Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  0.571  
   Thermal conductivity (saturated), Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  0.924  
    Rock specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.202   
    Rock density, lbm/ft
3  148.58   
   Initial water saturation, fraction  0.1  
    Initial pressure, psi  3560   
      Initial temperature, °F   180.0   
  Fracture  Fracture width, in  0.24   
    Fracture conductivity (injection), D-ft  10   
    Fracture porosity, fraction  0.2   
    Fracture height, ft  200   
      Enhanced permeability (injection), mD   583 × 10-2   
 Wellbore  Wellbore diameter, inch  8.75  
   Casing OD, inch  5.5  
   Pipe-relative roughness, –  0.001  
   Cement thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  4.021  
   Casing thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  6.993  
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Figure 4.10—Simulated DTS response of the field case during injection and early shut-in 
with uniform created fractures (Well EF-2) 
 
4.4.3 Results: Temperature Matching for the Quantitative Interpretation 
With the obtained initial profiles at the onset of production, the temperature matching is 
performed by changing the propped fracture half-length and fracture conductivity. Figure 
4.11 shows results of the temperature matching. The simulated temperature profile is fairly 
well matched with the measured data. As noticed, the simulated temperature profile shows 
small temperature signals at all of the perforations. This is caused by the cooling effects 
of the injected fluid. Even if the fractures are assumed to be closed during shut-in period, 
the injected water is not heated up well, and it leads to the small cool anomalies. 
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Figure 4.11—Measured wellbore temperature and simulated wellbore temperature  
at the time of production logging (30 days production) 
 
Figure 4.12 compares the gas flow profiling given by this work and the other 
method (single phase gas temperature model and PLT interpretation by Cui et al. (2015b)). 
The results given by this work show consistent gas production with the other method 
except for the region near the toe. The overestimation of the gas flow near the toe 
comparing to the others results from the changed geothermal temperature profile.  
 
 
Figure 4.12—Comparison of gas flow profiles (Well EF-2) 
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Figure 4.13 shows improved temperature matching, and Figure 4.14 compares 
gas flow profiles by the improved temperature matching. The simulated temperature 
profile is consistent with the measured temperature profile while deviations get larger near 
the heel region. Then, it leads to the difference of the gas flow profiles near the heel region 
in these improved temperature matching case as well. 
 
 
Figure 4.13—Improved temperature matching at the time of production logging  
(30 days production) 
 
 
Figure 4.14—Comparison of gas flow profiles with improved temperature matching  
(Well EF-2) 
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4.4.4 Discussion 
The simulated temperature profile in this study shows small cool anomalies even if the 
fracture is completely closed. The large amount of the water injected to the position based 
on the assumption of the uniform fracture is not heated up during shut-in period. As 
studied in the previous field case, if the created fracture size is quite small such as 5 ft 
penny-shaped fracture, the fracture temperature is easily heated up compared with the long 
created fractures. To obtain further improved matching results, the initial temperature 
profiles need to be modified. 
In addition, this work overestimates the gas flow rate near the toe region because 
of the geothermal temperature. According to the completion design of the well, the stage 
1 is located at the position where the trajectory is switched from downward direction to 
upward direction. At the location, water circulation may happen as shown by the negative 
velocity in the interpretation of the array spinner tool (Liao et al. 2013). The complex flow 
characteristics near the toe region provides more uncertainty of the measurement near the 
toe region. To obtain reliable estimation, accurate geothermal temperature is required. 
In addition, this work only shows two matched cases, but, in reality, it seems to 
have multiple possible solutions. As discussed in the sensitivity study, the fracture half-
length and fracture conductivity have opposite temperature sensitivity with respect to the 
inflow rate. In order to investigate the non-uniqueness of the solution, assisted history 
matching will be possible options. If we can estimate uncertainty of the estimation, it will 
be helpful in the evaluation of the completion effectiveness and flow performance 
evaluation.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, comprehensive numerical flow and thermal models for a horizontal well with 
multiple fractures was presented. The models are formulated for the reservoir and wellbore 
domain using mass, momentum and energy conservation in transient conditions. The 
numerical model is developed with the integral finite difference method, and these models 
are coupled to obtain profiles of wellbore and sandface temperature as one of the solutions. 
With use of the mixed coordinate system, the sandface temperature is calculated directory 
in the reservoir model. The transient and coupled models enable us to simulate field 
operations in multistage fracturing treatments; injection and shut-in occur alternately for 
each stage from toe to heel with sufficient zonal isolation. Following the stimulation 
treatments, these models are used to simulate temperature behavior during production in 
gas-water two phase flow. The implemented models are verified against several simple 
cases which have analytical/semi-analytical solutions. 
The developed model is applied for several synthetic cases. These case studies 
show capabilities of the developed model to simulate downhole temperature behavior 
during processes of injection, shut-in and production. A single fracture case shows injected 
fluid lowers temperature in the fracture below the geothermal temperature even after one 
month of shut-in. The further investigation was performed on the single fracture study, 
and it was concluded that the temperature profile at the onset of production is important 
for the fracture inflow temperature during production period. A synthetic case with five 
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fractures show capabilities of detection of fracture locations by shut-in temperature 
profile. The temperature profiles obtained during production show different characteristics 
of the wellbore temperature and sandface temperature due to fluid mixing in the wellbore. 
The developed model was also applied to field cases. One of the field cases shows 
possibility to evaluate relative fracture length based on the shut-in temperature behavior, 
and the results are consistent with other measurements such as DAS qualitatively. We can 
estimate the short fractures with the shut-in temperature model, but we need to further 
investigate perforations which seem to take large amount of injected fluid. Their 
temperature profile shows warm anomalies at the center of perforations, but the 
implemented model could not capture the signal. The model was also applied for flow 
profiling of a field case. The estimated flow profile by this work is consistent with the 
interpretation by production logging measurements and the semi-analytical temperature 
model for single phase gas. These field cases show capabilities of the temperature 
interpretation to obtain further understanding of the downhole conditions in a horizontal 
well with multiple fractures. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
 A = cross-sectional area of a well segment, ft2 [m2] 
 Ar = surface area of a well segment, ft
2 [m2] 
 C0 = distribution parameter, dimensionless 
 Cp = specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F) [J/(kg-°C)] 
 fm = mixture friction factor on a wall of a well segment, dimensionless 
 g = acceleration vector of gravity, ft/D2 [m/s2] 
 Fκ = mass flux of component κ per unit area, lbm/(ft2-D) [kg/(m2-s)] 
 Fθ = heat flux per unit area, Btu/(ft2-D) [J/(m2-s)] 
 H = specific enthalpy, Btu/lbm [J/kg] 
 hl = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J/(s-m2-°C)] 
 Hβ
κ = specific enthalpy of mass component κ in phase β, Btu/lbm [J/kg] 
 Hg = Henry’s coefficient, psi [Pa] 
 HM = molar enthalpy, Btu/mol [J/mol] 
 j = volumetric flux of gas-liquid mixture in wellbore, ft/D [m/s] 
 jβ = superficial velocity (volumetric flux) of phase β in wellbore, ft/D [m/s] 
 k = intrinsic permeability, md [m2] 
 kdry = dry rock thermal conductivity, Btu-ft/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J-m/(s-m2-°C)] 
 kf = fluid thermal conductivity, Btu-ft/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J-m/(s-m2-°C)] 
 kwet = water-saturation rock thermal conductivity, Btu-ft/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J-m/(s-m2-°C)] 
 krβ = relative permeability of phase β, dimensionless 
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 kTt = total thermal conductivity, Btu-ft/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J-m/(s-m2-°C)] 
 Mκ = mass accumulation of component κ per unit volume, lbm/ft3 [kg/m3] 
 Mθ = thermal accumulation per unit volume, Btu/ft3 [J/m3] 
 Nf = number of perforations, dimensionless 
 p = pressure, psia [Pa] 
 p
G
κ  = partial pressure of component κ in gaseous phase, psia [Pa] 
 p
sat
w  = water saturation pressure, psia [Pa] 
 qβ = mass flow rate of phase β per unit volume, lbm/(ft3-D) [kg/(m3-s)] 
 q̇
β
 = mass flow rate of phase β, lbm/D [kg/s] 
 qκ = mass sink/source of component κ per unit volume, lbm/(ft3-D) [kg/(m3-s)] 
 qθ = thermal sink/source per unit volume, Btu//(ft3-D) [J/(m3-s)] 
 qwb = conductive heat transfer rate per unit volume, Btu/(ft
3-D) [J/(m3-s)] 
 q̇
wb
 = conductive heat transfer rate, Btu/D [J/s] 
 r = radial direction in wellbore coordinate system , ft [m] 
 ri = completion inner radius (radius for wellbore flow path), ft [m] 
 rw = wellbore radius, ft [m] 
 R = gas constant per mole, Btu/(mol-R) [J/(mol-K)] 
 S̅ = effective saturation, dimensionless 
 Sβ = saturation of phase β, dimensionless 
 Srβ = residual saturation of phase β, dimensionless 
 t = time, D [s] 
 T = temperature, °F [°C] 
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 TD = dimensionless temperature, dimensionless 
 tD = dimensionless time, dimensionless 
 U = specific internal energy, Btu/lbm [J/kg] 
 UT = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft
2-°F) [J/(s-m2-°C)] 
 v = Darcy velocity (volumetric flux in reservoir), ft/D [m/s] 
 vβ = in-situ phase velocity of phase β, ft/D [m/s] 
 vm = mean mixture velocity of center of mass, ft/D [m/s] 
 Vd = drift velocity of gas phase, ft/D [m/s] 
 VM = molar volume, ft
3/mol [m3/mol] 
 w = fracture width, ft [m] 
x, X = x-directional coordinate, ft [m] 
 Xβ
κ = mass fraction of component κ in phase β, dimensionless 
y, Y = y-directional coordinate, ft [m] 
 Yβ
κ = mole fraction of component κ in phase β, dimensionless 
 z = axial direction in wellbore coordinate system, ft [m] 
 Z = compressibility factor, dimensionless 
 
Greek 
 α = thermal diffusivity, ft2/hr [m2/s] 
 αβ = volume fraction of phase β, dimensionless 
 γ = pipe open ratio, dimensionless 
 Γ = perimeter of a well segment, ft [m] 
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 θ = radial direction in wellbore coordinate system, radian 
 μ = viscosity, cP [Pa-s] 
 ρ = density, lbm/ft3 [kg/m3] 
 ϕ = porosity, dimensionless 
 φ = well inclination to horizontal line, radian 
 
Superscripts and Subscripts 
ann = annulus 
 β = phase 
 c = casing 
cem = cement 
eibh = initial earth bottom hole 
 f = fluid 
 fr = fracture 
 I = inflow property 
 i = inside 
 init = initial 
 inj = injection 
 IG = ideal gas 
 κ = component 
 l = liquid 
 mix = fluid mixture 
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 r = rock 
 s = solid 
 t = tubing   
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APPENDIX A 
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 
APPENDIX A 
This appendix describes derivations of flow and thermal models in reservoir and wellbore. 
The differential form of the equations is derived from the integral form of the conservation 
equations. In the wellbore model, once the equations are obtained, they are integrated over 
the cross-sectional area to get the one-dimensional form of the conservation equations. 
 
A.1 Reservoir Model 
Mass and energy conservations in reservoir are expressed in the integral form (Pruess et 
al. 1999) as: 
 
 mmm VV
dVqddVM
dt
d 
nF    ........................................................   (A.1) 
 
 mmm VV
dVqddVM
dt
d 
nF  ........................................................   (A.2) 
where Mκ, Fκ and qκ are mass accumulation, mass flux, mass sink/source of component κ, 
respectively,  and Mθ, Fθ and qθ are heat accumulation, heat flux and thermal sink/source, 
respectively. Vm and Γm are control volume of an element m and boundary of the element 
m, respectively. n is the inward normal vector on the boundary.  
Suppose the control volume is fixed in the reservoir domain (Lake 2010), and the 
acccumulation terms become  
 


mm VV
dV
t
M
dVM
dt
d 
   .......................................................................   (A.3) 
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mm VV
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t
M
dVM
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 ..........................................................................   (A.4) 
The flux terms are rearraged into following form with the divergence theorem: 
 
 mmm V
out Vddd
 FnFnF    ..........................................   (A.5) 
 
 mmm V
out dVdd
 FnFnF    ..........................................   (A.6) 
where nout is outward normal vector. Then, the reservoir flow and thermal models are 
expressed in differential form as 
0

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or 
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q
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M
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
q
t
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A.1.1 Reservoir Flow Model 
The accumulation, flux and sink/source for the reservoir flow model are given by Eq. 2.41, 
2.42 and 2.43, respectively. Finally, the reservoir flow model is expressed as 
   



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
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
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
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A.1.2 Reservoir Thermal Model 
The reservoir thermal model is derived from conservation of total energy. The 
accumulation for the total energy balance contains both thermal energy and kinetic energy 
(Lake 2010): 



 
2
2
1
vUM    .......................................................................   (A.12) 
  ssUUSu 

   1    .............................................................   (A.13) 
The total energy flux is expressed as the sum of the advective energy flux, the rate of work 
done by molecular mechanisms and the rate of transporting heat by molecular mechanisms 
(conduction) (Bird et al. 2002). It is expressed as  
  





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
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  vτIqvvF pU c
2
2
1
   ...........................   (A.14) 
where qc is the conductive energy transport and τβ is the viscous stress tensor. By ignoring 
viscous stress tensor and assuming the isotropic thermal conductivity, the total energy flux 
is reduced into 
TkH Tt
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
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
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2
2
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vvF .   ....................................................   (A.15) 
Therefore, we have the following equation for the total energy conservation: 
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   .......   (A.16) 
where the second and third terms in the right-hand-side denote thermal sink/source at 
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wellbore and reservoir contact, and the fourth term is work done by gravity (Lake 2010). 
The thermal energy balance equation is obtained by ignoring the kinetic and potential 
energy terms. Therefore, we have 
   
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A.2 Wellbore Model 
General balance equation for single-phase and single component system can be expressed 
as (Ishii and Hibiki 2011) 
 

m
m
m V
out
V
dVddV
dt
d
 Jn    ................................................   (A.18)  
where J is efflux term, χ is the body source of any quantity ψ defined for a unit mass. This 
equation is rearranged, with use of the Reynolds transport theorem and the divergence 
theorem, into 
    0

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
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 Jv    ......................................   (A.19)  
or 
     


Jv
t
.   ....................................................   (A.20) 
In the two-phase flow problem, we also need to consider interphase contribution on each 
conservation properties: interphase mass, momentum and energy transfer. The final form 
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of the general balance equation under multiphase condtions is given as (Ishii and Hibiki 
2011) 
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where Iβ represents the interphase transfer term of the property ψβ. In the equation, the 
turbulence effect is ignored. By setting the quantity of ψβ and corresponding Jβ and χβ, we 
obtain conservation equations of mass, momentum and total energy.  
 
A.2.1 Wellbore Flow Model 
Conservation of Component Mass 
The continuity equation for each phase is given by 
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where mβ is interfacial mass transfer term of phase β satisfying 
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Then, the continuity equation of component mass is expressed by taking sum of the phases 
considering mutual solubility: 
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This equation is expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system as 
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where the θ-directional component is ignored. Integrate this equation over the cross-
section of the wellbore segment as 
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The last term in the left-hand-side is contribution of the component mass at the contact of 
the wellbore and reservoir. It can be rearranged using the inflow velocity notation into 
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Conservation of Combined-phase Momentum 
The conservation of the combined-phase momentum is given by 
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where τ is the viscous stress tensor, and g is the gravitational body force per unit mass. In 
the equation, the interfacial momentum transfer is ignored, and phase pressures are 
assumed to be same. 
This equation is expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system as 
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where the θ-directional component is ignored. Integrate this equation over the cross-
section of the wellbore segment as 
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The integral term is expressed as 
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where Γ is inner perimeter of the well, A is well cross-sectional area, and fm is mixture 
friction factor at the wall. Hence, we obtain the one-dimensional combined-phase 
momentum balance equation as 
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A.2.2 Wellbore Thermal Model 
The conservation of the total energy is given by 
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where qc denotes heat conduction. 
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This equation is expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system as 
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where the θ-directional component is ignored. Integrate this equation over the cross-
section of the wellbore segment as 
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where the integration term is rearranged into 
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Then, we obtain 
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Here, the last two terms denote the energy transport across the contact of the wellbore and 
reservoir. They can be expressed with the inflow velocity and overall heat transfer 
coefficient. This can be further rearranged into 
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APPENDIX B 
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS AND THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
APPENDIX B 
Governing equations presented in this work are solved with respect to selected primary 
variables, and rest of the variables needs to be estimated by the primary variables. Those 
variables determined by the primary variables are called secondary variables. Constitutive 
equations and equations of state describe those relations.  
 
B.1 Constitutive Equations 
B.1.1 Friction Factor with Influx/Outflux 
Ouyang et al. (1998) proposed correlations of friction factor with inflow/outflow along 
the wellbore using nonlinear regression method. Their friction factor model depends on 
both of Reynolds number in the well and wall Reynolds number which are defined as 
(Kinney 1968) 

Dv
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I
I
I
II
w
qDv
N


Re,    ............................................................................   (B.2) 
where D is diameter of the wellbore, v is axial velocity in wellbore, q is mass flow rate, 
and the subscript I denotes the conditions of inflow (at wall). Let us focus on the 
production case (NRe,w > 0) here. For laminar flow in wellbore, the friction factor does not 
depend on completion designs, and it is given as (Ouyang et al. 1998) 
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For turbulent flow in wellbore, the friction factor also depends on the completion design. 
Under open-hole completion, friction factor is given by 
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Ouyang et al. (1998) mentioned this model overpredicts the friction factor by analyzing 
the data in experimental work of Aziz et al. (1997) under normal-wellbore flow condition. 
Therefore, they also proposed a local friction factor model as 
 3978.0Re,0 0153.01 wcomp Nff  .  ...................................................................   (B.5)  
In the turbulent model, f0 denotes the friction factor without wall inflow, and it can be 
estimated using the correlation by Chen (1979) 
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where ε is relative pipe roughness. 
 
B.1.2 Kinematic Relations of Drift-velocity 
The drift-flux model for two-phase flow correlates the gas phase velocity with volumetric 
flux of gas-liquid mixture using the drift-velocity. Zuber and Findlay (1965) proposed a 
kinematic relationship with consideration of the effect of nonuniform flow/concentration 
profiles and the effect of the local relative (slip) velocity. In following part, we omitted 
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the notation of the cross-sectional average and the volume-fraction weighted average 
which are used in the work by Ishii (1977). 
The in-situ gas velocity is given by Zuber and Findlay (1965) as 
dG VjCv  0    ........................................................................................   (B.7)  
where C0 is the distribution parameter to account for the nonuniform flow/concentration 
profiles and Vd is the drift-velocity of gas phase to express the slip between the phases. 
The definition of the volumetric flux for gas-liquid two phase system 
  GGLGGL vvjjj   1    .............................................................  (B.8) 
gives the liquid velocity as function of gas volume fraction, volumetric flux of mixture 
and drift-velocity of gas phase: 
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In the drift-flux model, the conservation equations are solved in terms of the 
mixture velocity of the center of mass, and gas volume fraction. These are considered as 
the primary variables of the numerical simulation. The phasic velocities need to be 
formulated as function of these primary variables.  
Mean drift-velocity is defined by (Ishii 1977) 
jvV Gd  ,   ..........................................................................................   (B.10) 
and the drift-velocity is rearranged into 
  jCVV dd 10  .   ...............................................................................   (B.11) 
Then, the phase velocities are expressed by the mixture velocity of center of mass and the 
mean drift-velocity in the following forms (Ishii 1977): 
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The mean drift-flux is rearranged into, using Eq. B.11, 
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where ρ
m
∗  is the profile adjusted average density given by (Pan et al. 2011d) 
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Therefore, the phase velocities and the volumetric flux of mixture are rearranged into 
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B.1.3 Correlations for Parameters in Drift-flux Model 
The phase velocities and the volumetric flux are expressed as the function of mixture 
velocity of center of mass, distribution parameter C0 and drift-velocity. Since the primary 
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variables of the drift-flux model are the gas phase volume fraction and the mixture 
velocity, the distribution parameter and the drift-velocity need to be estimated by these 
primary variables.  
Several researchers proposed models to estimate these parameters to reproduce 
wide range of experimental measurements (Ishii 1977, Hibiki and Ishii 2003, Zuber and 
Findlay 1965, Hasan et al. 2007, França and Lahey Jr 1992, Shi et al. 2005a, Shi et al. 
2005b). In the view of mechanics modeling, the constitutive equations have different 
forms to account for the different flow regimes. However, at the same time, the use of 
different correlations gives the difficulties in the numerical implementation; the 
discontinuities of correlations between the flow regimes bring the convergence issues in 
the solution procedure. To avoid the issues, several interpolation methods are used in the 
modeling works. Shi et al. (2005b) considered two extreme cases for gas-liquid two phase 
flow system: gas bubble rising through a stagnant liquid (low αG) and liquid film flooding 
which supports a thin annular film of liquid and prevents it from falling back against the 
gas flow (high αG). These two conditions are interpolated with smoothing function.  
Shi et al. (2005b) proposed functional forms of the distribution parameter and the 
drift-velocity with optimized parameter values in the functions through the optimization 
process minimizing the error between model prediction and experimental data given by 
Oddie et al. (2003). The profile parameter for gas and liquid is written in the form of (Shi 
et al. 2005b) 
  20 11 

A
A
C .   ................................................................................   (B.20) 
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where A is the profile parameter for low gas fraction in liquid, and the profile parameter 
reduction term γ is given by 
B
B



1

   subject to the limits  10     ...........................................   (B.21) 
where B is the profile parameter term (gas volume fraction) where the distribution 
parameter begins to reduce with expression of β: 
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The FV is the velocity sensitivity parameter which makes the profile flatting more or less 
sensitive to the velocity by changing from unity (Shi et al. 2005b). The parameter vsGf is 
the gas superficial velocity at the “flooding” condition which is at the condition of gas 
flow with zero liquid penetration (Shi et al. 2005b, Richter 1981), and it is in the form: 
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where the critical velocity vc is 
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σGL is surface tension between gas and liquid phases, and Ku is the Kutateladze number 
given by 
   4/1
2/1
Ku
GLGL
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g
v



 .   .....................................................................   (B.25) 
The Kutateladze number is rearranged into (Richter 1981) 
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where the dimensionless gas superficial velocity and the dimensionless pipe diameter are 
given by 
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where D is the pipe diameter. Richter (1981) proposed a correlation to predicts the 
flooding superficial gas velocity given by 
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where NB is Bond number (NB = (D
*)2), and the constant ‘75’ is used in the Richter’s 
original work approximately, but, according to Pan et al. (2011a), it overestimates the 
value of Ku in the rage of smaller dimensionless diameter. Then, Pan et al. (2011a) used 
the following formulation for the estimation of the Kutateladze number: 
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where Cku is set to 142 and Cw is set to 0.008 to obtain satisfactory matching to the 
measurement given by the work of Richter (1981). In the estimation of the distribution 
profile parameter, the parameters A and B were optimized. 
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For the estimation of drift-velocity, Shi et al. (2005b) proposed the following 
equation: 
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where K(αG) is the smooth function for the transition between the two cases defined by 
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or, Pan et al. (2011a) extended the smooth function to the following function to ensure the 
first derivative continuous at the switch points: 
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where a1, a2 are the parameters to be optimized. The m(θ) is the function to account for 
the well inclination effect defined by 
      21 sin1cos0
nn
mm      ...............................................................   (B.34) 
where m0, n1 and n2 are the parameters to be optimized. 
Hence, the parameters to be optimized are listed as A, B, a1, a2, m0, n1 and n2. Shi 
et al. (2005b) used the following values as initial condition: A = 1.2, B = 0.3, a1 = 0.20, a2 
= 0.40. Finally, Shi et al. (2005b) concluded the optimized parameters for the water/gas 
system as summarized in TABLE B.1. 
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TABLE B.1—SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED PARAMETERS FOR 
WATER/GAS SYSTEM (BASED ON SHI ET AL. (2005B)) 
  A   B   a1   a2   m(θ)   
   1.00   —   0.06   0.21   1.85(cos θ)0.21(1+sin θ)0.95   
 
It is noted that in the work of Shi et al. (2005b) they used the experimental data 
from vertial to near horizontal (88°) because they considered the experimental holdup data 
for 90° and 92° display relatively large errors due to the end effect. Choi et al. (2012) 
performed the comparison studies of the several modeling methods with a variety of 
dataset, and the model by Shi et al. (2005b) showed relatively higher error in the estimation 
of horizontal flow. Therefore, the model applicability on the horizontal flow needs to be 
validated with data given by horizontal flow experiments. 
 
B.1.4 Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The heat transfer coefficient, in general, is expressed by 



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


H
f
D
k
h Nu    ........................................................................................   (B.35) 
where h is heat transfer coefficient, Nu is the Nusselt number, kf is fluid thermal 
conductivity, and DH is the hydraulic diameter. The Nusselt number depends on several 
factors such as flow condition and buoyant forces, and the Nusselt number is decomposed 
into forced convection and free convection. The heat transfer coefficient for forced 
convection is computed by Dittus-Boelter correlation as  
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where n is 0.4 for heating of fluid (Twall > Tf) and 0.3 for cooling of fluid (Twall < Tf). This 
heat transfer coefficient for forced convection is used for tubing or casing flow.  
When the flow has large velocity in the tubing, the convective heat transfer has the 
dominant effects and the free convection effect can be neglected. However, when the fluid 
velocity decreases, the free convection effect needs to be considered. Bird et al. (2002) 
called the heat transfer coefficient with both of forced and free convention as mixed 
convection, and the area mean mixed convection Nusselt number is given by 
     3/13forced3freetotal NuNuNu mmm  .   ..........................................................   (B.37) 
In this work, we approximate the local mixed convection Nusselt number using Eq. B.37 
with assumption of the free convection in tubing or casing is considered by pure 
conduction. The Nusselt number of pure conduction is given by (Özisik 1977) 
1Nucond m ,   .............................................................................................   (B.38) 
and therefore, the local Nusselt number of mixed convection is approximated by 
   3/13forcedtotal Nu1Nu loc .   .....................................................................   (B.39) 
The heat transfer coefficient of tubing/casing is expressed using Dittus-Boelter correlation 
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B.2 Fluid and Thermal Properties 
B.2.1 Basic Thermodynamic Equations 
Peng-Robinson Equation of State 
Peng and Robinson (1976) proposed an analytic EOS in cubic form expressed by 
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    ..................................................   (B.41) 
where VM is molar volume defined by real gas equation of state, and coefficients are 
expressed by 
p
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c
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T
T
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where pc and Tc are critical pressure and temperature, respectively, and ω is the acentric 
factor in dimensionless.  
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The compressibility factors are computed as the solution of the cubic EOS. The 
Peng-Robinson EOS (PR-EOS) can be rearranged, with the definition of real gas equation 
of state by eliminating molar volume in the PR-EOS, into 
      0321 32223  BBABZBBAZBZ    ........................   (B.49) 
with 
22TR
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Isothermal Compressibility 
The isothermal compressibility, c, is defined by 
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Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
The thermal expansion coefficient of fluids, β, is defined by 
p
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B.2.2 Thermophysical Properties of Water 
Thermodynamic Properties – Region 1: Liquid Water 
The Gibbs free energy equation for region 1 is given by (Wagner et al. 2000) 
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where g is specific Gibbs free energy, γ is dimensionless Gibbs free energy, ni is the i-th 
coefficient of the equation, π is reduced pressure, τ is inverse reduced temperature, Ii and 
Ji are the i-th exponent of the equation, p is pressure and T is thermodynamic temperature 
(absolute temperature), and superscript * denotes reducing properties. The reducing 
pressure (p*) and temperature (T*) are 16.53 MPa and 1,386 K, respectively. The 
coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji should be referred to the original work. Then, with 
use of the calculated Gibbs free energy, other fluid properties are calculated by following 
relations: 
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where v is specific volume in m3/kg, h is specific enthalpy in J/kg, cp is specific isobaric 
heat capacity in J/(kg·K). It is noted that these unit system depends on the unit of the gas 
constant R because the left-hand-side of these equations should be dimensionless. The 
derivatives of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy are given 
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Hence, the density and internal energy of the liquid water is given by 
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where ρ is density in kg/m3, and u is specific internal energy in J/kg. 
 
Thermodynamic Properties – Region 2: Vapor Water 
The Gibbs free energy equation for region 2 is given by (Wagner et al. 2000) 
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where γo is an ideal-gas part and γr is a residual part of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy. 
The equation for the ideal-gas part of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy is  
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where the reducing pressure (p*) is 1 MPa and the reducing temperature (T*) is 540 K. The 
coefficients and exponents should be referred to the original work. 
The equation for the residual part of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy is  
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where the reducing pressure (p*) is 1 MPa and the reducing temperature (T*) is 540 K. 
Then, with use of the calculated Gibbs free energy, other fluid properties are calculated 
by following relations: 
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where v is specific volume in m3/kg, h is specific enthalpy in J/kg, and cp is specific 
isobaric heat capacity in J/(kg·K). The derivatives of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy 
are given 
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Hence, the density and internal energy of the vapor can be computed in the same way. 
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Thermodynamic Properties – Region 4: Saturation-pressure Equation 
The explicit form of the saturation-pressure equation is given as (Wagner et al. 2000) 
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p* is 1 MPa and T* is 1 K. The coefficients of the saturation line should be referred to the 
original work. It is noted that the correlation is valid within the temperature range of 
273.15 K ≤ T ≤ 647.096 K. 
 
Water Viscosity (Huber et al. 2009) 
The formulation for the thermal conductivity of ordinary water has the general form as 
(Huber et al. 2009) 
      ,, 210 TTT     ..............................................................   (B.80) 
where the first factor of the product represents the viscosity in the zero-density limit, and 
the second factor and the third factor represent contributions to viscosity due to increasing 
density. The third factor represents an enhancement of the viscosity near the critical point 
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(Huber et al. 2009). The viscosity and arguments of the factor are written in the 
dimensionless form, and they are defined as follows: 
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where μ* is 1×10−6 Pa·s, T* is 647.096 K,  and ρ* is 322.0 kg/m3. The first factor is given 
by (Huber et al. 2009) 
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where Hi is the i-th coefficient of the function. The second factor is given by (Huber et al. 
2009) 
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where coefficients Hij are referred to the original work. 
The critical enhancement effect, μ̅̅̅2, can be computed with a series of equations, 
but it is only significant around the critical point (645.91 K < T < 650.77 K, 245.8 kg/m3 
< ρ < 405.3 kg/m3) (Huber et al. 2009). Therefore, to avoid computational time with certain 
accuracy as studied in detain in the work by Huber et al. (2009), this term is simply omitted 
by setting μ̅
2
 = 1. 
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Water Thermal Conductivity (Huber et al. 2012) 
The formulation for the thermal conductivity of ordinary water has the general form as 
(Huber et al. 2012) 
      ,, 210 TTT    ...............................................................   (B.86) 
where the first factor of the product represents the thermal conductivity in the zero-density 
limit, and the second factor and the third factor represent contributions to thermal 
conductivity due to increasing density. The third factor represents an enhancement of 
thermal conductivity near the critical point (Huber et al. 2012). The thermal conductivity 
and arguments of the factor are written in the dimensionless form, and they are defined as 
follows: 
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where λ* is 1.00 mW/(m·K), T* is 647.096 K,  and ρ* is 322.0 kg/m3. The first factor is 
given by (Huber et al. 2012) 
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where Lk is the k-th coefficient of the function. The second factor is given by (Huber et al. 
2012) 
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where coefficients Lij. 
 
B.2.3 Thermophysical Properties of Gas 
Density: Real Gas Equation of State 
Gas density is estimated by real gas equation of state given by 
ZRT
pM
V
M w
M
w  ,  ...................................................................................   (B.92) 
where MW is the molecular weight of the component. 
 
Gas Viscosity: Empirical Correlation by Sun and Mohanty (2005) 
Sun and Mohanty (2005) used the following gas viscosity correlation: 
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where T is in K, ρG is gas density in kg/m3, and μG is in cp. 
 
Thermal Conductivity: Empirical Correlation by Yaws (1995) 
According to Yaws (2008), the thermal conductivity of gas is computed by 
284 103180.3104028.100935.0 TTG
     ...............................   (B.94) 
where λG is in W/(m·K), and T is in K. 
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Henry’s Coefficient 
The Henry’s coefficient can be estimated by (Fernández-Prini et al. 2003): 
    expln 41.0
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p
H   ............................................   (B.95) 
where τ = 1 – TR, TR = T/Tc1, Tc1 is the critical temperature of the solvent (647.096 K for 
H2O), and p1
*  is the vapor pressure of the solvent at the temperature of interest. The 
coefficients of the A, B and C are determined by fitting to the experimental data set in their 
work. Especially for the CH4 solubility in H2O is given by the following constants 
(Fernández-Prini et al. 2003): A= −10.44708, B = 4.66491 and C = 12.12986 with 
temperature range between 275.46 K and 633.11 K.  
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APPENDIX C 
SPACE AND TIME DISCRETIZATION 
APPENDIX C 
This section discusses discretization of the governing equation. The spatial discretization 
is conducted by the integral finite difference. In the Chapter II, the final form of the 
residual equations are shown. This section describes the derivations of the final form. 
 
C.1 Reservoir Model 
The spatial and temporal discretization of the reservoir model follows the work by Pruess 
et al. (1999). As discussed, the general conservation equation is expressed in integral form: 
 
 mmm VV
qdVdMdV
dt
d
nF .   .............................................................   (C.1) 
The accumulation term and sink/source term are evaluated as volume average in the 
control volume: 
mm
V
VMMdV
m
    .....................................................................................   (C.2) 
mm
V
VqqdV
m
    ........................................................................................   (C.3) 
where Mm and qm are volume-averaged value of M and q, respectively. The flux term is 
approximated as a discrete sum of averages over surface segments Aml: 
 
 l
mlml FAd
m
nF    ............................................................................   (C.4) 
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where Fml is average value of the normal component of F over the surface semgent Aml  
between element m and l (Pruess et al. 1999). Then, the general balance equation becomes 
m
l
mlml
m
m qFA
Vdt
dM
 
1
.   ....................................................................   (C.5) 
For the time discretization, a first-order finite difference is used. Let current time 
step be n, and the final form of the difference equation is 
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where the spatial terms are evaluated at the new time-step (fully-implcit scheme). Hence, 
residual equations of the component mass and thermal energy are expressed as 
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C.2 Wellbore Model 
The major difference in the wellbore model formulation is that the wellbore model is 
formulated for one-dimensional space with averaging over the cross-section of the 
wellbore. At first, the one-dimensional conservation equations are integrated over the 
target control volume, and the difference equations are derived in similar manner as 
discussed in the reservoir model. 
The component mass balance and total energy balance equations are integrated 
over the control volume of the element m in Figure 2.5. The accumulation term and 
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sink/source terms of the mass balance equations are taken as the volume average: 
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The flux term is also evaluated in the similar manner with the reservoir model:  
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The mass balance equations are spatially discretized into 
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With use of the first-order finite difference under fully implicit scheme, the residual 
equation becomes: 
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According to the geometry shown in Figure 2.5, this is equal to 
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In similar manner, the total energy balance equation is also discretized into 
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The control volume of the momentum balance equation is shifted to node p. Then, 
the momentum balance equation is integrated over the control volume (Vp) between node 
m−1 and m. We have 
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The flux term is also evaluated in the similar manner with the reservoir model:  
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where subscripts pl denotes properties at the interface between subdomain p and l. The 
momentum balance equation is spatially discretized into 
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With use of the first-order finite difference under fully implicit scheme, the residual 
equation becomes: 
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APPENDIX D 
MODEL VERIFICATIONS 
APPENDIX D 
This section shows a series of verification cases for the developed numerical code by 
comparing simulation results with those given by analytical or semi-analytical solutions. 
Some verification cases related with the main topic of this work are shown in the Chapter 
II. This section focuses on the verification of the numerical code as the general purpose 
reservoir and wellbore simulator. 
 
D.1 Reservoir Model 
D.1.1 Case 1: 1D Radial Diffusivity Equation (Pressure Transient Testing) 
Under isothermal condition, the radial diffusivity equation is formulated as (Dake 1978) 
t
p
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where ρ is the fluid density, ϕ is the porosity, ct is the total compressibility of the reservoir, 
μ is the viscosity of the fluid and k is intrinsic permeability of the reservoir. For slightly 
compressible fluid, with some assumptions, this partial differential equation is linearized 
with no special treatment, and it can be solved with associated initial and boundary 
conditions. For compressible fluid, the nonlinearity of the fluid properties has an important 
role in the diffusivity equation. To linearize the diffusivity equation, the pseudo-pressure 
is introduced (Al-Hussainy et al. 1966):  
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where pref is the reference pressure. With use of the pseudo-pressure, the radial diffusivity 
equation is rearranged into 
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It is noted that this equation is not fully linearized because of the non-linerarity of the total 
compressibility. To obtain same form of the dimensionless diffusivity equation, the total 
compressibility and fluid viscosity are assumed to be constant, or small change from the 
initial value.  
This verification study investigates finite acting no flow boundary condition at the 
outer boundary of the domain. The reservoir is cylindrical reservoir with a single layer 
(fully-penetrated completion), and the reservoir is assumed to be isotropic and 
homogeneous.  
 
Slightly Compressible Fluid: Water 
For slightly compressible fluid with constant discharge (qd) at the wellbore face (r = rw), 
the Laplace space solution is given by Everdingen and Hurst (1949), and it can be 
expressed in terms of dimensionless numbers as follows: 
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where ul is the Laplace space variable, p̅D is dimensionless pressure in the Laplace space, 
Kn is the modified Bessel function of zero kind, In is the modified Bessel function of first 
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kind), and dimensionless parameters are expressed with reservoir outer radius, re, and 
initial reservoir pressure, pi, as 
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The real space pressure solutions are obtained by numerical Laplace inversion algorithm 
proposed by Stehfest (1970). For slightly compressible fluid with constant bottom-hole 
pressure at the wellbore face, the Laplace space solution is given as (Ehlig-Economides 
1979) 
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where the dimensionless properties are expressed as 
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TABLE D.1 summarizes input data for the slightly compressible fluid case. This 
case assumes constant density (702.5 kg/m3), constant viscosity (4.23 × 10−4 Pa-s), and 
constant fluid compressibility (10−10 1/Pa). A cylindrical reservoir (1D) is discretized into 
400 grids with logarithmic spacing to account for the diffusive nature of the pressure 
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solution. For the constant rate condition, the rate is set to 0.25 kg/s (production). On the 
other hand, the constant bottom-hole pressure condition is operated at 5 MPa. 
 
TABLE D.1—INPUT DATA 
(RESERVOIR MODEL CASE 1: SLIGHTLY-COMPRESSIBLE FLUID) 
  Parameter   Value   
  Permeability, mD  180   
  Porosity, fraction  0.18   
  Initial reservoir pressure, MPa  25   
  Initial reservoir temperature, °C  42   
  Pore compressibility, 1/Pa  1.00×10−9   
  Outer radius, m   10,000   
 
Figure D.1 shows comparisons of pressure distributions given by the above 
analytical solutions and the numerical simulations with constant rate and constant bottom-
hole pressure condition for the slightly compressible fluid. The pressure profiles are shown 
for four different time (10 day, 100 day, 365 day and 730 day), and these results show 
satisfactory agreement.  
 
  
(a) Constant rate (b) Constant bottom-hole pressure 
Figure D.1—Comparison of pressure distribution  
(reservoir model case 1: slightly compressible fluid) 
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Compressible Fluid: Non-condensable Gas 
For compressible fluids, the radial diffusivity equations is expressed in terms of the 
pseudo-pressure. In analogous to slightly compressible fluids, the Laplace space solution 
for compressible fluids with constant discharge can be given as (Blasingame 1993): 
 
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where m̅D is dimensionless pseudo-pressure in the Laplace space and, in real space, the 
dimensionless pseudo-pressure is 
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where μi and Zi are initial viscosity and initial compressibility factor, respectively. Once 
the pseudo-pressure is obtained, the pressure is inversely calculated with the relation in 
Eq. D.2. In similar manner, the constant pressure solution is given based on Ehlig-
Economides (1979) as 
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For the compressible fluid case, the reservoir set up is same with the slightly 
compressible fluid case (TABLE D.1). The reservoir fluid is assumed as methane, and 
fluid properties are calculated with the critical properties summarized in TABLE D.2. The 
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boundary conditions are same: constant rate (0.25 kg/s production) and constant bottom-
hole pressure (5 MPa). 
 
TABLE D.2—CRITICAL PROPERTIES OF METHANE 
  Parameter   Value   
  Molecular weight, g/g-mol  16.043   
  Critical pressure, Pa  4,599,200   
  Critical temperature, K  190.564   
  Acentric factor, -   0.01142   
 
Figure D.2 shows comparisons of pressure distributions given by the above 
analytical solutions and the numerical simulations with constant rate and constant bottom-
hole pressure condition. These results show satisfactory agreement. The Figure D.2a 
shows slight deviations near producer visually, but the magnitude is quite small because 
the pressure change itself is quite small compared with the case with constant bottom-hole 
pressure. It is noted that, at the high pressure change regions, the deviation seem to get 
larger because the assumption of the constant compressibility is not valid.  
 
  
(a) Constant rate (b) Constant bottom-hole pressure 
Figure D.2—Comparison of pressure distribution  
(reservoir model case 1: compressible fluid) 
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These results verify the transient reservoir flow model under the isothermal 
condition, and it also verifies the implementation to account for the radial flow geometry. 
 
D.1.2 Case 2: 1D Transient Heat Conduction 
This case considers 1D heat conduction in the reservoir domain to verify thermal 
accumulation term and conductive heat transport term. This case assumes that that there 
is no fluid flow in the reservoir, single phase water exists in the pore space, and the total 
thermal conductivity is constant and isotropic. Figure D.3 shows a schematic of the 
problem domain.  
 
 
Figure D.3—Schematic of 1D reservoir for heat conduction problem 
 
The reservoir thermal model is reduced into: 
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When all of the fluid properties are assumed to be constant, this equation is further 
rearranged into 
2
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T
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
   (x ∈ [0, L]) .......................................................................   (D.16) 
where αth is thermal diffusivity defined as 
0 L 
x 
T = T2 
No heat flow 
T = T1 
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Initial and boundary conditions are: 
  00, TxT    (x ∈ [0, L])   .........................................................................   (D.18) 
  1,0 TtT     ..............................................................................................   (D.19) 
  2, TtLT  .   ...........................................................................................   (D.20) 
The analytical solution is given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959): 
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Under steady-state condition (t → ∞), the temperature distribution leads to 
 121),( TT
L
x
TtxT  .  (x ∈ [0, L])  .....................................................   (D.22) 
TABLE D.3 summarises reservoir and fluid properties used in this case. The initial 
temperature (T0) is set to 122 °F. The left boundary temperature (T1) is suddenly changed 
to 212 °F and the temperature is fixed for the entire simulation time. The right boundary 
temperature (T2) is fixed to the initial resevoir temperature, 122 °F. 
Figure D.4a shows temperature profiles at initial condition, 50 days, 100 day and 
300 days, and the numerical simulation results by this work show satisfactory agreement 
on the transient temperature profile. Figure D.4b shows temperature profiles given by 
analytical solution under steady-state condition with the simulated temperature profile at 
1,000 days. These results show satisfactory agreements against analytical solutions. 
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TABLE D.3—RESERVOIR AND FLUID PROPERTIES 
(RESERVOIR MODEL CASE 2) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Length, ft  50   
    Width, ft  50   
    Height, ft  50   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  2.5   
    Rock density, lbm/ft3  148.58   
   Porosity, fraction  0.2  
      Rock heat capacity, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.202   
  Fluid  Fluid density, lbm/ft3  63.04   
      Fluid specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)   1.002   
 
  
(a) Transient solution (b) Steady-state solution 
Figure D.4—Comparison of temperature distribution (reservoir model case 2) 
 
This verificaiton successfully verified the implementation of the one of the 
transient term and also the conductive heat transfer in the reservoir. 
 
D.1.3 Case 3: 1D Steady-state Mass Flow and Transient Heat Flow Problem 
This problem considers one-dimensional, radial, steady-state flow and transient heat 
transport in a single-phase liquid water. The purpose is to verify terms of the conductive 
and advective energy transport under single-phase flow condition. 
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This case considers a cylindrical reservoir with one layer. The inner boundary 
condition is constant rate with constant temperature (smaller than initial reservoir 
temperature), and the outer boundary is fixed to the initial condition for the entire 
simulation. Faust and Mercer (1976) showed analytical solutions developed by Avdonin 
for one-dimensional, radial flow with heat conduction in the orthogonal direction.  
TABLE D.4 summarises properties used in this verification cases based on the 
code comparison study by Faust et al. (1980). The inner boundary condition is constaint 
injection rate at 10 kg/s with fixed temperature 160°C, and the outer boundary condition 
is constant pressure (50 bars) and constant temperature (170 °C).  
 
TABLE D.4—RESERVOIR PROPERTIES 
(RESERVOIR MODEL CASE 3) 
  Property  Value   
  Reservoir outer radius, m  1,000   
  Reservoir inner radius, m  0   
  Initial pressure, bar  50   
  Initial temperature, °C  170   
  Thickness, m  100   
  Permeability, m2  1.0 × 10−12   
  Density, kg/m3  2,500   
  Specific heat, J/(kg-°C)  1,000   
  Thermal conductivity, W/(m-°C)  20   
  Porosity, fraction   0.2   
 
Figure D.5 shows comparisons of temperature profiles given by the Avdonin 
solution and the numerical simulation at 109 seconds. As shown, the injected fluid is 
heated up within around 500 m from the injection point. These results are showing 
satisfactory agreements to verify the implementation of the code on the terms of thermal 
accumulation, and advective and conductive heat fluxes. 
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Figure D.5—Comparison of temperature distribution at time = 109 seconds  
(reservoir model case 3) 
 
D.1.4 Case 4: 1D Steady-state Solution of Single Phase Flow and Thermal Model 
Yoshioka et al. (2007) showed the analytical temperature solution for steady state single 
phase flow and heat transfer problem. In their model, they considered box-shaped 
reservoir geometry with a horizontal wellbore placed at the center. The side of the 
reservoir is supported by the constant pressure boundary condition, and the pressure 
distribution is computed based on the radial and linear flow path proposed by Furui et al. 
(2003). This case verifies spatial terms including the Joule-Thomson effects and the mixed 
coordinate system. 
The general form of the governing equation for the reservoir thermal model is 
expressed as (Yoshioka et al. 2005) 
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where KT is the total thermal conductivity tensor. In their model, the reservoir flow 
geometry is separated into a linear flow region and a radial flow region. In the linear flow 
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region, by considering the 1D linear flow model in the y-direction, the reservoir thermal 
model is reduced into the following form: 
0
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where y is coordiante, vl is Darcy velocity in linear flow region. The solution of the second-
order ordinary differential equation is given by 
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The reservoir thermal model in the radial flow region is also simplified into 
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where r is coordinate in radial flow region and vr is Darcy velocity in radial flow region. 
The solution of the second-order ordinary differential equation is given by 
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where R1 and R2 are integration constants to be determined by boundary conditions, and 
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The boundary conditions of their model are 
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Finally, with the boundary conditions, the integration constants are determined in the 
form: 
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It is noted that the thermodynamic temperature in K needs to be used in the analytical 
solution because their thermal model is expressed in temperature by decomposing the 
enthalpy difference by contributions of pressure and temperature (Bird et al. 2002). 
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TABLE D.5 and TABLE D.6 summarize properties of reservoir and wellbore and 
fluid properties, respectively. The wellbore pressure is fixed, and the drawdown is 400 
psi.  
 
TABLE D.5—PROPERTIES OF RESERVOIR AND WELLBORE 
(RESERVOIR MODEL CASE 4) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Reservoir  Length, ft  50   
    Width, ft  3,000   
    Height, ft  50   
    Permeability, mD  50   
    Pressure at outer boundary, psi  4,000   
      Temperature at outer boundary, °F   180.0   
  Wellbore  Wellbore radius, ft  0.25   
      Bottom-hole pressure, psi   3,600   
 
TABLE D.6—FLUID PROPERTIES (RESERVOIR MODEL CASE 4) 
 
Property 
 Fluid Type   
  Oil  Water  Gas   
 Density, lbm/ft3  40  63.044  13   
 Viscosity, cP  0.38  0.48  0.0257   
 Thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°F  0.000679  0.000311  0.00236   
 Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.524  1.002  0.587   
 Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  2  2.5  1.3   
 
Figure D.6 shows pressure distributions given by the analytical solution (Furui et 
al. 2003) and the numerical simulation (this work) from the wellbore to the reservoir outer 
boundary. The profiles are shown in both of the Cartesian coordinate (Figure D.6a) and 
the semi-log scale to elevate the near wellbore region (Figure D.6b). The results show 
satisfactory agreement in both linear flow region and radial flow region. Figure D.7 shows 
temperature distributions by the analytical solution (Yoshioka et al. 2007) and the 
numerical simulation (this work) in the Cartesian coordinate and the semi-log coordinate. 
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The different fluids are expressed in different colors (oil: green, water: blue and gas: red). 
These results show satisfactory agreement on all three fluid types. 
 
  
(a) Cartesian (b) Semi-log 
Figure D.6—Comparison of pressure distribution (reservoir model case 3) 
 
  
(a) Cartesian (b) Semi-log 
Figure D.7—Comparison of temperature distribution (reservoir model case 3) 
 
This case verifies the successful implementation of the spatial terms in both 
reservoir flow and thermal model, and the validity of the local grid refinement near the 
wellbore region to account for the radial flow convergence. 
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D.2 Wellbore Model 
D.2.1 Case 1: Steady-state Single Phase Flow and Thermal Model in a Horizontal Well 
Under steady state condition, the wellbore flow/thermal models are reduced into set of 
ordinary differential equations with respect to spatial coordinates. These can be solved 
with considerations of boundary conditions.  
This study considers one-dimensional horizontal well (Figure D.8) under steady-
state condition with single phase flow. Three scenarios are considered: injection into a 
non-perforated cased well, production from a non-perforated cased well, and production 
from an open-hole well. While boundary conditions for each scenario are defined at edges 
in the axial direction of the well, we also need to determine the conditions at the contact 
between the reservoir and the wellbore. These are related to terms of the inflow/outflow 
velocity and the heat transfer between the domains.  
 
 
Figure D.8—Schematic of 1D horizontal well 
 
Water Injection into a Non-perforated Cased Horizontal Well 
Let us assume following conditions: 
– constant fluid properties and single phase flow 
– constant geothermal temperature (Tres) 
– no slip condition at the wall 
0 L 
z 
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– negligible kinetic energy contribution in energy balance equation 
– no outflux at the contact of the wellbore and the reservoir (vI = 0 and γ = 0) 
Under these assumptions, the wellbore model is reduced into: 
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and boundary conditions are expressed as 
  injvzv  0    .........................................................................................   (D.50) 
  injpzp  0    ........................................................................................   (D.51) 
  injTzT  0    ........................................................................................   (D.52) 
0
Lzdz
dT
   ..............................................................................................   (D.53) 
where L is the length of the well and subscript inj denotes properties of injected fluid at 
inlet position. The first three boundary conditions denote constant rate, pressure and 
temperature at the inlet. The fourth boundary condition denotes the no heat flux condition 
in the axial direciton at the toe of the well.  
Velocity profile is obtained by integrating the continuity equation over the domain 
of z ∈ [0, z] with the boundary condition as: 
  injvzv  .   ..............................................................................................   (D.54) 
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The velocity is constant in the domain, and the derivative of the velocity with respect to z 
becomes zero. Substitute this into the momentum balance equation, and the pressure 
profile is obtained by integrating it as 
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where f̅ is average friction factor: 
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With these relations, the energy balance equation is rearranged into 
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where the following thermodynamic relation of specific enthalpy on pressure and 
temperature (Bird et al. 2002) is used: 
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The Eq. D.57 is rearranged into a second order liner ordinary equation: 
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Therefore, the general solution of the second order linear ordinary differential equation is 
given by 
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where C1 and C2 are integration constants, and they are determined by the boundary 
conditions. The integration constants are given by 
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Eventually, the temperture profile becomes 
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where ξ(z) is expressed as 
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TABLE D.7 summarizes input data used for the injection case. The wellbore is 
discretized into 80 grids. The inlet velocity, pressure and temperature are 4.7 m/s, 6,000 
psi and 80 °F. The reservoir temperature is 180 °F.  
 
TABLE D.7—INPUT DATA (WELLBORE MODEL CASE 1: INJECTION) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Wellbore  Inner radius, inch  2.335   
    Length, ft  4,000   
    Average friction factor, –  0.001   
    Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)  37.00   
  Fluid  Density, lbm/ft3  63.1   
    Viscosity, cP  0.350   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.976   
    Thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  0.393   
      Thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°F   3.50 × 10−4   
 
Figure D.9 shows comparisons of velocity, pressure and temperature profiles 
given by the analytical solution and the numerical simulation (this work). These results 
show almost perfect matches. The injected fluid temperature increases as the fluid moves 
to the toe direction. The increase of the temperature is mainly driven by the warm-up by 
the surrounding formation. 
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(a) Velocity (b) Pressure 
 
(c) Temperature 
Figure D.9—Comparison of velocity, pressure and temperature distribution  
(wellbore model case 1: injection) 
 
Production from a Non-perforated Cased Horizontal Well 
Let us assume following conditions:  
– constant fluid properties and single phase flow 
– constant geothermal temperature (Tres) 
– no slip condition at the wall 
– negligible kinetic energy contribution in energy balance equation 
– no influx at the contact of the wellbore and the reservoir (vI = 0 and γ = 0) 
Under these assumptions, the wellbore model is reduced into: 
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and boundary conditions are expressed as 
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The first and second boundary conditions denote constant production rate and constant 
outlet pressure, respectively. The third condition is constant inflow temperature at the 
inlet. The fourth boundary condition is the no heat flux in the axial direciton at the outlet. 
The velocity profile is obtained by integrating the Eq. D.70 over z ∈ [0, z] as 
  0vzv  .   .............................................................................................   (D.77) 
This means that the velocity is constant in the entire domain. Substitute this into the Eq. 
D.71, and the pressure profile is obtained by integrating it as 
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Substitution of the Eq. D.77 and Eq. D.78 into Eq. D.72 provides 
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where the thermodynamic relation of specific enthalpy on pressure and temperature (Eq. 
D.58) is used. The Eq. D.79 is rearranged into a second order liner ordinary equation: 
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Therefore, the general solution of the second order linear ordinary differential equation is 
given by 
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where C3 and C4 are integration constants, and they are determined by the boundary 
conditions. The integration constants are given by 
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Eventually, the temperture profile becomes 
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where ξ(z) is expressed as 
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TABLE D.8 summarizes input data used for the production case. The wellbore is 
discretized into 25 grids. The outlet velocity, outlet pressure and inlet temperature are −5.0 
m/s, 3200 psi and 180 °F. The reservoir temperature is 180 °F.  
 
TABLE D.8—INPUT DATA  
(WELLBORE MODEL CASE 1: PRODUCTION WITH NO INFLOW) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Wellbore  Inner radius, inch  2.335   
    Length, ft  12,000   
    Average friction factor, –  0.001   
    Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)  37.00   
  Fluid  Density, lbm/ft3  47.9   
    Viscosity, cP  0.856   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.524   
    Thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  0.0797   
      Thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°F   5.76 × 10−4   
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Figure D.10 shows comparisons of velocity, pressure and temperature profiles 
given by the analytical solution and the numerical simulation (this work). These results 
show satisfactory agreement on production from the non-perforated cased horizontal well. 
The temperature increases near heel location associated with the pressure drop along the 
well because the value of the thermal expansion coefficient used in this study provides the 
Joule-Thomson heating. 
 
  
(a) Velocity (b) Pressure 
 
(c) Temperature 
Figure D.10—Comparison of velocity, pressure and temperature distribution  
(wellbore model case 1: production with no influx) 
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Production from an Open-hole Horizontal Well with Uniform Influx 
The analytical solutions of velocity, pressure and temperature distribution for the wellbore 
with constant influx are derived in this section. The derivation of this work follows the 
work done by Dawkrajai et al. (2004). Let us assume following conditions:  
– constant fluid properties and single phase flow 
– constant geothermal temperature (Tres) 
– no slip condition at the wall 
– negligible kinetic energy contribution in energy balance equation 
– negligible conductive heat in the axial direction 
– uniform influx at the contact of the wellbore and the reservoir (vI = const.) 
Under these assumptions, the wellbore model is reduced into: 
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and boundary conditions are expressed as 
  0 Lzv    ...........................................................................................   (D.94) 
  00 pzp     .........................................................................................   (D.95) 
  ITLzT  .   ........................................................................................   (D.96) 
The velocity profile is obtained by integrating the Eq. D.91 over z ∈ [0, z] as 
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The inflow velocity vI is constant, and the value is positive for production and negative 
for injection in terms of mass balance. Substitution of this into the momentum balance 
gives 
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Integrate this equation over the domain, and we have 
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When the well is perfectly horizontal, the energy balance equation is rearranged by 
substituing the Eq. D.97 and D.99 as (Dawkrajai et al. 2004): 
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The solution of the Eq. D.100 is (Dawkrajai et al. 2004): 
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TABLE D.9 summarizes input data used for the production case. The wellbore is 
discretized into 25 grids. The outlet velocity, outlet pressure and inlet temperature are −4.7 
m/s, 3200 psi and 180 °F. The inflow velocity of this case is 3.83 × 10−5 m/s. The reservoir 
temperature is 180 °F.  
 
TABLE D.9—INPUT DATA  
(WELLBORE MODEL CASE 1: PRODUCTION WITH UNIFORM INFLOW) 
  Type  Property  Value   
  Wellbore  Inner radius, inch  2.335   
    Length, ft  12,000   
    Average friction factor, –  0.001   
    Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)  37.00   
  Fluid  Density, lbm/ft3  47.9   
    Viscosity, cP  0.856   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.524   
    Thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft-°F)  0.0797   
      Thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°F   5.76 × 10−4   
 
Figure D.11 shows comparisons of velocity, pressure and temperature profiles 
given by the analytical solution and the numerical simulation (this work). These results 
show satisfactory agreement on production from the open-hole horizontal well with 
uniform influx.  
In this case, the fluid (negative) velocity increases because the uniform influx from 
the reservoir. The negative velocity means the flow in the heel direction: production flow. 
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The linear increase of the velocity leads to the non-linear change (cubic equation with 
respect to the position) of the pressure profile as expected.  
 
  
(a) Velocity (b) Pressure 
 
(c) Temperature 
Figure D.11—Comparison of velocity, pressure and temperature distribution  
(wellbore model case 1: production with uniform flux) 
 
These results verify the implementation of the spatial terms including the Joule-
Thomson effects along the well.  
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D.2.2 Case 2: Steady-state Wellbore Thermal Model with Transient Rock Temperature 
The pioneering work in the estimation of the wellbore temperature distribution during 
production or injection was conducted by Ramey (1962). This model considers a steady 
state temperature model in the wellbore with transient formation temperature. The heat 
transfer between wellbore and reservoir was incorporated with use of the overall transfer 
coefficient. The mathematical formulation for incompressible fluid during production is 
given by 
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where TGe is the sandface temperature (producing fluid temperature is assumed to be same 
with geothermal temperature) at bottomhole, gG is the geothermal gradient, and L is the 
distance from the surface to the bottom hole (positive). The parameter AR is defined as 
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where qv is volumetric flow rate along the wellbore, and f(t) and thermal diffusivity α are 
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Figure D.12 shows the schematics of the problem. The overall heat transfer coefficient 
can be defined at either of r1 and r2. In this work, it is defined at r1, and the parameter A is 
defined corresponding to it; UT,1 is the overall heat transfer at r1. The time function f(t) is 
originally given as the line source solution of radial diffusivity equation, and it was 
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approximated by the log-linear form; this solution is applicable for the time region after 
certain time. 
 
  
(a) Vertical Well (b) Horizontal Well 
Figure D.12—Schematics of wellbore heat transfer problem (wellbore model case 2) 
 
Recall that Ramey (1962) used the approximated log-linear function to account for 
the transient formation temperature with line-source approximation of the wellbore, and 
this is rigorously correct after sufficient time of production or injection. To account for 
the rigorous early transient formation temperature behavior, Hasan and Kabir (1991) 
relaxed this approximation by using more rigorous representation of the time function with 
consideration of finite size of wellbore unlike line-source solution. This is still based on 
the approximation because the rigorous temperature solution is expressed with Bessel 
functions in real domain or derived in Laplace space, but this model can capture transient 
behavior of the formation temperature at early time with higher accuracy to the Ramey’s 
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solution. And, also, in their model, they extended the model for deviated wells with 
inclination of wellbores. 
The model is formulated for incompressible fluids as (Hasan and Kabir 2002): 
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where Teibh is the inflow temperature at the bottom hole (assumed to be geothermal 
temperature), θ is the inclination shown in Figure D.12b, and LR is the relaxation 
parameter given as: 
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The dimensionless temperature TD was derived in the work by Hasan and Kabir (1991), 
and it was extended to continuous expression in the form by Hasan and Kabir (2002): 
    DttD teetT DD   3719.05.1ln 2.0   .................................................   (D.111) 
where the dimensionless time is given as 
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For compressible fluid, the contribution of pressure on the determination of enthalpy is 
not negligible; Joule-Thomson effect is included in the temperature model. In the work by 
Hasan and Kabir (1994), the temperature model for compressible fluid is given by: 
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In previous verification study, the pressure distribution in a horizontal pipe with 
and without inflow distribution ignores the potential energy contribution (ΔpPE) because 
of no depth change. This case needs to calculate the pressure distribution with considering 
ΔpPE. The total pressure drop is calculated by (Economides et al. 2012) 
FKEPE pppp    .........................................................................   (D.114) 
where the subscripts PE, KE and F denote potential energy, kinetic energy and friction, 
respectively. Each of the pressure drop terms is computed by 
 sinLgzgpPE     .....................................................................   (D.115) 
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   ....................................................................................   (D.117) 
where Δz is the difference in elevation between two points, ΔL is the differential length 
along the well, Δu is difference of the superficial velocity between two points, and D is 
pipe diameter. 
In this verification study, the coupled model (reservoir-wellbore) is used. Let us 
consider a cylindrical reservoir domain with large reservoir radius (re = 100,000 ft) to 
avoid effects by outer boundary. Figure D.13a shows the schematics of the 
reservoir/wellbore system. The target reservoir is located at 5350 ft from the surface. The 
outer boundary of the reservoir is set to fixed pressure (constant pressure boundary). The 
r–z directional cross-sectional view of the entire reservoir with simulation mesh is shown 
in Figure D.13b. The reservoir is discretized into logarithmically-spaced mesh in the r-
direction to capture the diffusive nature of the thermal conduction in the reservoir. The 
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reference properties of each flowing fluid are summarized in TABLE D.10. It is noted 
that the gas fluid properties are estimated by the PR-EOS with critical properties of pure 
methane. And, formation properties are summarized in TABLE D.11. 
 
 
 
(a) Geometry of reservoir/wellbore (b) r-z cross section and simulation mesh 
Figure D.13—Schematics of the reservoir/wellbore system and simulation mesh 
(wellbore model case 2) 
 
TABLE D.10—REFERENCE PROPERTIES OF FLOWING FLUID  
(WELLBORE MODEL CASE 2) 
  Fluid  Property  Value   
  Oil  Density, lbm/ft3  53.1   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.538   
  Water  Density, lbm/ft3  61.3   
    Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.990   
  Gas  Density, lbm/ft3  10.2   
      Specific heat, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.787   
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TABLE D.11—FORMATION PROPERTIES (WELLBORE MODEL CASE 2) 
  Region  Properties  Value   
  Reservoir  Outer radius, ft  100,000   
    Thickness, ft  350   
    Permeability, mD  300   
    Porosity, fraction  0.18   
    Density, lbm/ft3  162.313   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
    Rock heat capacity, Btu/(lbm-°F)  0.239   
  Overburden  Outer radius, ft  100,000   
  Underburden  Permeability, mD  0   
    Porosity, fraction  0   
    Density, lbm/ft3  162.313   
    Total thermal conductivity, Btu/(ft-hr-°F)  1.79   
      Rock heat capacity, Btu/(lbm-°F)   0.239   
 
Before the well starts to produce reservoir fluids, we need to obtain the equilibrium 
conditions of the pressure and temperature for each fluid. After this initialization process, 
we start to produce fluid from the reservoir at constant mass flow rate at the surface. The 
completion properties and the surface flow rate of each fluid are summarized in TABLE 
D.12. 
 
TABLE D.12—COMPLETION PROPERTIES AND SURFACE FLOW RATE  
(WELLBORE MODEL CASE 2) 
  Parameters  Value   
  Wellbore radius, in  8.75   
  Casing inner radius, in  4.67   
  Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft2-°F)  37.01   
  Friction factor, –  0.001   
  Oil flow rate (single phase), STB/d  959   
  Water flow rate (single phase), STB/d  830   
  Gas flow rate (single phase), MSCF/d   187   
 Water flow rate (two-phase), STB/d  403  
 Gas flow rate (two-phase), MSCF/d   1,163  
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Figure D.14, Figure D.15 and Figure D.16 show results of pressure and 
temperature distribution by this work for single phase oil, water and gas production, 
respectively, comparing to the available analytical solutions. Temperature distribution of 
the liquid phase (organic and aqueous) is given by the analytical solution for 
incompressible fluid, and, on the other hand, that of the gaseous phase is given by the 
model for compressible fluid. The pressure distributions are satisfactory agreement with 
the analytical solutions. It is clear that the dominant contribution of pressure drop is the 
potential energy term, and the density differences can be seen in the slope of the pressure 
distribution of all cases. The temperature distributions given by single phase flow show 
satisfactory agreements to verify this work. 
 
  
(a) Pressure (b) Temperature (at 100 days of production) 
Figure D.14—Comparison of pressure and temperature distribution at 100 days if 
production with single phase oil production (wellbore model case 2) 
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(a) Pressure (b) Temperature (at 100 days of production) 
Figure D.15—Comparison of pressure and temperature distribution at 100 days if 
production with single phase water production (wellbore model case 2) 
 
  
(a) Pressure (b) Temperature (at 100 days of production) 
Figure D.16—Comparison of pressure and temperature distribution at 100 days if 
production with single phase gas production (wellbore model case 2) 
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